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SATCOM ON-THE-MOVE-SOLUTIONS
CONNECT, COLLABORATE, COMMUNICATE

Use of U.S. DoD visual information does not imply or constitute DoD endorsement.

L3 Communication Systems provides turn-key SATCOM On-The-Move (SOTM) solutions
that enable mobile and halted forces to collaborate, access Department of Defense
Information Network (DoDIN) resources, and exchange voice, data and video in a
tactical environment. We developed the MPM-1000 modem product family, which, when
combined with an antenna system, provides an off-the-shelf SOTM solution for both
military and commercial applications.
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COVER: A USAF airman adjusts an antenna while supporting a strategic bomber
deployment at RAF Fairford, England, in January 2018. (Photo: USAF) ABOVE: US marines
break down an AN80I radio mast. The V2 radio is the only mast radio to be used at
Camp Hansen, Okinawa. (Photo: USMC)
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MAJOR NETWORKING PROJECTS
A sampling of the world’s major efforts to improve the interoperability of armed forces
through tactical and strategic digital networks, plus facilities that will enable this process.
Entries are listed alphabetically by manufacturer and then by system name. The
specifications are those supplied by the OEM or the primary military user.
If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: Data centre racks and equipment are removed from the USS Carter Hall as part of a Consolidated Afloat Networks and
Enterprise Services refresh at the General Dynamics NASSCO-Norfolk shipyard on 27 February 2018. (Photo: USN)
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MAJOR NETWORKING PROJECTS

ACTIA TELECOM
EAC
The NATO Communications and Information Agency
awarded ACTIA SODIELEC a contract in June 2013
to provide NATO with an Extended Advanced
SATCOM Network Monitoring and Control (ASNMC)
Capability (EAC). This will provide centralised control
and management of SHF SATCOM ground segment
operations at principal and alternate NATO control
centres. Besides the new equipment installation, this
contract will cover the ASNMC HW/SW architecture
optimisation already delivered by ACTIA SODIELEC to
NATO in 2012. EAC constitutes Amendment 8 of the
ASNMC contract originally signed on 17 June 2008. It
is an essential component in the modernisation of the
NATO Satellite Anchoring Capability (SAC). The combined
effect of the SAC and ASNMC implementation will lead
to: resource efficiencies through gradual closure of the
remaining legacy Satellite Ground Terminals (SGTs) and
automated operation of the upgraded SGT and new
Satellite Ground Station; satellite power and bandwidth
savings, resulting from more efficient use of SHF
transponded resources on the current NATO SATCOM
Post-2000 and future space segment; and consistent
and holistic mission ground segment configuration
and C2 for operations involving military SHF resources.
Manufacturers/contractors: ACTIA Telecom

AIRBUS DEFENCE & SPACE (FRANCE)
COMCEPT
In February 2013, the French DGA defence procurement
agency awarded Astrium (now Airbus Defence & Space)
and its partner ACTIA SODIELEC (now ACTIA Telecom), a
17-year contract for development of the COMplément de
Capacités en Elongation, Projection et Théâtre (COMCEPT)
system. It will be France’s first full-IP military broadband
SATCOM network system, designed to offer a Ka-band
ground segment to all the three French armed services for
secure online communications starting in 2014. Airbus is
using experience from development of the UAE’s Yahsat
system and Ka-Sat satellite for Eutelsat to create COMCEPT.
Serving as prime contractor, Airbus will develop the system
and be responsible for engineering and testing, ensuring
it remains operational and secure throughout its service.
ACTIA SODIELEC will manage engineering, integration
and operational maintenance of the ground stations. The
French armed forces will receive a network of fixed and
deployable ground stations, which enable exchange of
data, videos and telephone communications through
full-IP technology within the country and theatres of
operation. Complementing the communications provided
by the French MoD’s existing Syracuse III military satellite,
COMCEPT utilises capacity on the Franco-Italian satellite
Athena-Fidus, which was launched in February 2014. In
April 2015, it was announced that the COMCEPT system
had been delivered.

AIRBUS DEFENCE & SPACE (UK)
NATO DCIS
Airbus is delivering the NATO Deployable Communication
and Information System (DCIS). The project represents
a major upgrade in the capability of NATO Response
Forces (NRF) and will deliver to NRF commanders the
communications facilities to support their HQ in the
C4I SYSTEMS HANDBOOK ISSUE 12
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field anywhere that the NRF is required to operate. It
aids the NATO Signals Battalion’s capability to support
deployment in operational theatres. The system allows
NATO forces to deploy small (up to 20 users) or large (up
to 150 users) communications HQ in the field, with both
voice and data connections to other NATO forces.

Skynet 5 SATCOM

Airbus is the service provider for the UK MoD Skynet 5
PFI contract, signed in October 2003 and now worth $5.6
billion. Airbus owns, operates and maintains seven military
communications satellites, two upgraded ground stations
and over 80 deployable terminals on land and sea.

ASELSAN
GRC-5220
GRC-5220 is a radio link system designed to provide
secure battlefield C4ISR networks. GRC-5220 offers
ECCM features to overcome EW threats, says the
company. Main features include: point-to-point,
point-to-multipoint communication; scalable OFDM
312.5KHz/1.25MHz/2.5MHz/5MHz/10MHz/20MHz
/40MHz); adaptive modulation; full band coverage – NATO
Band III+, NATO Band IV; frequency hopping; Ethernet
interface 50Mb/s (full duplex); extended 70km range;
2x2 MIMO and multiple antenna alternatives; supports
IPv4 traffic (IPv6 software upgrade); LOS/non-LOS
functionalities; automatic relaying; and handover. GRC5220 has local and remote-control capabilities. Simple
Network Management Protocol Version 3 is supported
for remote-control operations. GRC-5220 is designed
as a rugged and waterproof unit, making it suitable for
military environments. Manufacturers/contractors: Aselsan

Integrated Naval Communication Systems

Aselsan provides internal and external naval
communications systems for tactical and administrative
needs, tailored to naval platforms. The company
handles project management, subsystem design and
development, manufacturing, installation, integration and
testing, as well as integrated logistics support. External
communications systems include: communication
control system, including switching unit and user
stations; power distribution system; radio communication
equipment including V/UHF transceivers, HF transceivers
and LF transceivers; antenna systems; HF data modem
system; message handling system; TDLs, including Link
11, Link 16 and Link 22; voice recording system; SATCOM
systems including military (SHF X-band) and commercial
(Inmarsat); console systems; Global Maritime Distress
Safety System installations including EPIRB, SART,
NAVTEX, Weather Fax and VHF; integration of data and
voice crypto equipment. Internal communication systems
include: ship telephone; sound-powered telephone;
alarm and announce system; LAN; helicopter command
and guidance communication system; entertainment
and training system; CCTV system; and repair party/
damage-control communication system. In addition to
the above, Aselsan also provides IFF for naval platforms.
Manufacturers/contractors: Aselsan

Satellite Communications System

Aselsan provides military and civil SATCOM and
satellite systems, allowing communication with high
data rates between elements/HQs at tactical and
strategic level. Scope of activities: network control
5
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stations; manpack, flyaway, SATCOM-on the-move
vehicular and SATCOM-at-the-halt vehicular, shipborne,
submarine and airborne terminals; surveillance and
reconnaissance satellite ground stations; communication
satellite payloads (X-band, Ku-band, EHF (onboard
processing)); surveillance and reconnaissance satellite
payloads (SAR, EO); satellite systems (high-speed data
transmitters, telemetry/telecommand subsystems,
compression, storage and formatting unit, security units).
Manufacturers/contractors: Aselsan

TASMUS

Tactical Area Communications System (TASMUS) provides
communication requirements – voice, data and video – to
support network-centric warfare operations. In service with
the Turkish Army since 2000, TASMUS has been upgraded
to meet user requirements. The infrastructure enables
obtaining a common picture of the battlefield in nearreal time and sharing data among battlefield systems.
TASMUS forms a survivable, flexible, secure and mobile
network to address present and future communication
requirements of tactical commanders. C2 functions,
such as air defence, fire support, manoeuvre control,
intelligence, EW and logistic support, can be executed on
the battlefield through exchange of information. TASMUS
enables user access through mobile radios and combat
net radio networks in addition to wired LAN in the tactical
field. It is deployed in operations centres so that seamless
communication between the army and battalion/
company levels is achieved. It also provides interfaces
to strategic telecom and data networks. The TASMUS-II
iteration supports full IP-based communications. Network
nodes are connected by GRC-5220 tactical IP radio links.
Manufacturers/contractors: Aselsan

ATLAS CONSORTIUM
DII
The Defence Information Infrastructure (DII) programme
is intended to deliver a secure and coherent information
infrastructure to the UK armed forces at minimum
whole-life cost, maintaining continuity of service. ATLAS,
comprising HP Enterprise Services (formerly EDS) as
prime contractor, Fujitsu, Cassidian (now Airbus Defence
& Space) and CGI, was awarded a ten-year contract for DII
in March 2005. Initially covering a roll-out of nearly 70,000
User Access Devices and 200,000 users (at Restricted
and Secret levels) at 680 locations, it has been amended
to extend DII into new environments and domains. This
incremental approach is intended to reduce the risks of
the programme and give the MoD flexibility in defining
future requirements. DII now covers 300,000 users,
150,000 terminals and 2,000 MoD locations around the
world with deployed and maritime platforms, and more
than 500 applications. The service ranges geographically
from the office environment of the MoD to forwarddeployed HQs. During 2013, ATLAS began roll-out of
Internet Explorer 8, with nearly 100,000 installs by August.
The DII roll-out has been occurring incrementally across
sites and in August 2014 the company announced it
had completed roll-out to naval training sites including
migration of some 4,000 users and installation of 3,000
devices. These ranged from 30 additional computers at
HMS Nelson to 1,000 new devices at HMS Collingwood
and a server tier upgrade at Britannia Royal Naval College,
Dartmouth. Manufacturers/contractors: ATLAS Consortium
6
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Aselsan’s TASMUS provides communication requirements – voice,
data and video – to support network-centric warfare operations.
(Photo: Aselsan)

BAE SYSTEMS
CBMANET
DARPA awarded BAE Systems a contract to develop the
‘next generation in wireless tactical network protocols’ for
the US military. The objective of the Control-Based Mobile
Ad-Hoc Network (CBMANET) contract was to research,
design, develop and evaluate a protocol stack for
networks of autonomous mobile communication devices
(MANETs). CBMANET’s goal is to improve tactical network
performance, such as throughput and latency, by an
order of magnitude relative to current practices. The
contract included a base award worth $7.78 million over
18 months, with the potential of growing to $13.3 million
over 30 months if the option is fully exercised. BAE
Systems is leading a multi-disciplinary research team to
develop a CBMANET system based on network coding
and the ‘principles of control’ theory. Subcontractors are
the California Institute of Technology, Cornell University,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Pennsylvania State
University, University of Illinois, University of Massachusetts
and Stow Research. The CBMANET programme will
culminate in field demonstrations at Fort Dix/Lakehurst
NAS in New Jersey. Space and Naval Warfare Systems
Command, San Diego, is the contracting agent.
Manufacturers/contractors: BAE Systems

Defence Architecture Framework

BAE Systems is developing a broad base of systems
architecture expertise to execute network-centric warfare
projects on behalf of the Australian Defence Force. This
is done through application of the Defence Architecture
Framework, incorporating operational systems and
technical views, and the use of synthetic environments.
Engaging with the customer at a system-of-systems
level, BAE Systems will assist with definition of systems
required to improve battlespace awareness and force
effectiveness. Manufacturers/contractors: BAE Systems

BOEING DEFENSE, SPACE & SECURITY
Assure Net Connect
Assure Net Connect is middleware that enables
interoperability among common military and commercial
C2 systems, including battlefield applications and
sensors. This middleware connects individual software
C4I SYSTEMS HANDBOOK ISSUE 12
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missions including providing computing services and
overseeing the evolution of the existing DoD C2 systems.
DISA is also home to: the White House Communications
Agency, which provides communications support to the
President and Vice-President; the Defense Spectrum
Organization, which develops integrated plans and
long-term strategies for DoD spectrum access; and
the Defense Information Technology Contracting
Organization, which procures global net-centric
capabilities and supports customers through contracting
and acquisition logistics.

TEBO ACTD

The Theater Effects-Based Operations (TEBO) ACTD
provides capabilities to analyse, plan, execute and assess
any effects approach to operations by integrating a
framework of processes, tools, tactics and techniques.

TISC JCTD

Transnational Information Sharing Collaboration (TISC)
provides a tool set to allow national and international
partners of the DoD, including non-governmental
organisations and private companies, to rapidly share
information in a protected, unclassified environment,
and explores an open-source concept that delivers an
‘information-sharing capability at an affordable cost’,
leveraging federation of capabilities.

TSP JCTD

The Tactical Service Provider (TSP) will integrate two-way
digital video broadcasting – return channel via satellite
protocol (DVB-RCS), with the broadband mobile wireless

EQUIPMENT

technology, WiMAX, based on IEEE 802.16e standard. The
goal is to extend the reach of broadband wireless to the
mobile and dismounted warfighter operating at the last
possible mile. Manufacturers/contractors: US DoD

ELBIT SYSTEMS
Bro@dnet
Elbit describes Bro@dnet as an operational, battleproven military wireless infrastructure solution
that enables secure broadband communications.
It integrates echelons of military hierarchy into a
unified communications system, with data rates of
up to 30Mb/s over a 50km range per hop, supporting
point-to-multipoint configurations and providing QOS,
supporting dynamic bandwidth allocation. It allows
secure transmission of voice, electronic messages, video
content and high-resolution images. It offers system
interconnectivity with existing networks plus control and
planning functionality. Bro@dnet can be configured to
suit a tactical situation. It has deployable command units
and repeaters, and uses omni-directional, sector and
directional antennas for LOS and non-LOS propagation.
Its transceivers and scalability increase availability and
survivability of the system in an operational environment.
The system includes the option of redundant
configurations, as well as the use of mesh networks.
Manufacturers/contractors: Elbit Systems

DAP

Israel’s Digital Army Program (DAP) offers interoperability
of tri-service (air, land, sea) platforms and sensors for force-

RUGGED
TO THE CORE
On the outside, today’s aerospace designs are sleek and elegant machines. But on the inside, extreme
temperatures and vibration demand harsh environment, rugged equipment. TE Connectivity’s (TE) Fortis Zd,
Mezalok and MULTIGIG RT 2-R rugged modular connector systems for backplane applications were specifically
constructed for high-speed aerospace projects that require design flexibility, incorporate power and signal and
provide rugged reliability.
Connect with TE to learn more about our rugged, high-speed backplane connectors for aerospace and military
applications at te.com/highspeed
© 2018 TE Connectivity Ltd. family of companies. All Rights Reserved. MULTIGIG RT, Fortis Zd, Mezalok, EVERY CONNECTION COUNTS,
TE, TE Connectivity and the TE connectivity (logo) are trademarks of the TE Connectivity Ltd. family of companies.

EVERY CONNECTION COUNTS
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DATA LINKS
A cross-section of the most important data link standards, data links, gateways
and other equipment that connects them together.
Entries are arranged alphabetically by manufacturer.
If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: US marines with Marine Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Squadron 2 set up a ground data terminal in preparation for Exercise
Frozen Reindeer in Rena, Norway, in May 2018. (Photo: USMC)
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AIRBUS DEFENCE & SPACE (GERMANY)
Cont@ct IP
Cont@ct IP is a software application for accessing comms
resources for C4I and weapon systems. It is modular and
integrates existing transmission networks (PR4G, SEM 93,
BAMS tactical radio systems, as well as PMR, high-rate,
HF, GSM and satellite). The system is designed to take into
account new communication methods and covers all
exchanges between information systems. By managing
voice and messaging exchanges, Cont@ct IP can adapt to
the operational needs of units. Type: software application

EQUIPMENT

aircraft, including bomber, refuelling and transport
aircraft. The GSNC system uses Iridium satellite services
in a uniquely integrated solution to effectively meet
the requirements for global airborne communications.
GSNC is an end-to-end network architecture giving
air crews secure worldwide access to the military’s
intranet for collaborative mission applications such
as Internet Relay Chat and tactical data links for
situational awareness, moving map, intelligence
dissemination and command/control messaging. The
system has less latency due to reliance on Low Earth
Orbit satellites, and Iridium call reliability is greater
than 98%.

Data Links

Wideband, long-range secure data links (C- and Ku-band)
are available off the shelf for airborne use and adaptable
to specific requirements, providing image transmission
from UAVs and aircraft. The links provide digital data
transmission; wideband LoS with relay capability; and
jamming resistance with spread spectrum and narrow
beam. The systems are lightweight and small for missile
and UAV use. Airbus data links are currently in use on
the French MoD interim MALE system, Mirage 2000-5,
Eurofighter Typhoon, German KZO UAV and C22 target
aircraft. Type: data links

SECCOM SEG

The SECCOM Secure Exchange Gateway (SEG) is
described as a flexible application for secure data
exchange between information spaces with different
protection requirements. In cooperation with the German
Federal Office for Information Security, Airbus DS has
developed the SEG for use in high-security domains.
Using filters, it checks admissibility of an information
transfer from one security domain to another and takes a
decision on the admissibility of the communication. Type:
data exchange gateway

SEICAM 1001

The SEICAM 1001 is a digital distribution system with
integrated audio and data exchange for internal and
external comms. The system is designed for shipborne
and shore station applications. It has a modular flexible
configuration capability and a ‘minimised’ need for
cabling. Two wires (four including power feed) or fibre
optics are required to connect a user station. Equipment
such as voice and data terminals, radio teletypes,
message-handling systems, crypto devices, PABX, soundpowered telephones and a PA system can be connected
to SEICAM 1001. Other features include: digital switching
of voice, data and video (optional); conferences with
unlimited number of users; centralised or decentralised
architecture; two-wire audio/data cable connections
and/or fibre optics to user stations; standard digital
UP0 interfaces plus various CCITT analogue interfaces;
connection of tactical, non-tactical and radio resources
via interfaces; configurable to customer audio and data
communications requirements; local and/or remote
matrix operation; crosstalk attenuation of >92dB; BIT
facility. Type: digital distribution system

ARGON ST
GSNC
Global Secure Network Connection (GSNC) provides
a global data communications solution for military
C4I SYSTEMS HANDBOOK ISSUE 12
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BES ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
Naval TDMA Data Link Management Unit
The multiple-participant naval TDMA data link updates a
ship’s C2 via existing radios (HF, VHF, UHF, L- and S-band)
and INMARSAT. The Data Link Update (DLU) is built for
a large number of participant ships using broadcasting
and P2P communication. The system has a data rate of
up to 14,400Kb/s. The DLU is a masterless system that
enables a fleet of ships to share the same C2 picture.
Connected to the local C2 centre, the DLU updates other
participant ships with the local situation (radar sensors
etc) to generate the area picture. DLU modems (HF,
VHF, UHF, L-, S-band and SATCOM) are PC-controlled
and connected to ship radio transceivers. Type: TDMA
data link

S-band Data Link for Virtual
Radar Systems in Training Aircraft

This high-speed digital data link is used as a building
block for ACMI pods and virtual radar systems in trainer
aircraft. The data link transfers files, digital messages
and pictures between airborne net members with
operational ranges of up to 220km. The ‘virtual radar’
system allows a trainee pilot to operate the full avionics
and weapon systems of a front-line aircraft on a trainer
platform. The multiple-participant airborne S-band
TDMA data link offers 200-400 slots per second and
data rates of up to 714Kb/s. The system enables an
aircraft to communicate with any number of other
participants without a ground or airborne master.
Normally, using an airborne omni-directional antenna,
the data link has a useful range of 110-130km. By using
a ground station with high-gain antennas, it is possible
to get ranges exceeding 220km. Type: high-speed
digital data link

S-band TDMA Airborne Data Link

Multiple-participant airborne S-band TDMA data
link with up to 400 slots/s. Transmission rate is up to
625Kb/s. As an example, a data link built for 20 airborne
participants includes 200 time slots/s. This enables
each participant to transmit 300b of useful information
ten times/s. While one participant transmits, the other
members listen. Normally, with an airborne omnidirectional antenna, the data link has a useful range
of 100-130km. Using a ground station with high-gain
antennas, it is possible to get ranges exceeding 200km.
The system incorporates a Pentium M-based computer,
a data link modem and a 50W FM transceiver. Computer
PCM (NRZ-L) data pulses are transmitted in selected
time slots. Demodulated bit streams from the FM
receiver are processed by digital bit synchroniser and
29
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DATA LINKS
IDLS Mk II

The Integrated Data Link System Mk II (IDLS Mk II)
is an advanced single unit digital data-link system
specifically designed for manned and MALE/HALE
unmanned platforms, with capability to support LOS
communication. It is a lightweight SDR-based, uses open
architecture and enables full duplex wideband digital
link, resistance to jamming techniques and high-rate
secured communication in the uplink and downlink
channels. The IDLS Mk II can downlink real-time video
images, serial data and information from most sensors
operating today. Characteristics: range up to 250km,
frequency- L/S/C and additional by request, data rate up
to 10Mbps.

M2DLS

The D411 is designed for 24/7 vessel and vehicle tracking using
satellite connections. It can be used in most remote locations.
(Photo: Blue Sky Network)

handed over to the application program in the host
computer. The stem can be interfaced to an aircraft
mission computer via MIL-STD-1553 or Ethernet bus. A
sound blaster board can output audio messages to an
aircraft’s intercom system. Type: airborne data link Range:
130km Data rate: 625Kb/s Slots per second: 200

BLUE SKY NETWORK
D411
Blue Sky Network’s D411 is designed for 24/7 vessel
and vehicle tracking using satellite connections in order
to prevent roaming charges or coverage dropouts and
enable its use in most remote locations. The D411 works
with Blue Sky Network’s SkyRouter platform. Length:
10cm Width: 6cm Height: 19cm Power: 6-28V DC
Weight: 0.6kg Range: 1616-1626,5MHz Antennas: Iridium
and GPS combined

COMMTACT
IDLS Mk I
Integrated Data Link System (IDLS) Mk I is a turnkey
product for bi-directional air-to-ground or ground-toground wireless data links, with a tracking antenna
that is capable of auto-tracking remote mobile aerial or
ground platforms. The link comprises analogue video
and audio/telemetry downlink and command uplink
channels between the remote mobile platform and
the central control station. Main features of IDLS Mk I
include analogue high-quality colour video transmissions;
transmission bandwidth of up to 20MHz; optional
ECCM anti-jam capabilities – direct-sequence spreadspectrum and FH optional; optional COMSEC secure
encrypted transmissions; small size, light weight, low
power consumption; operational range of over 250km;
and automatic tracking antenna utilising GPS and signal
strength technologies. Type: integrated data link system
Range: >250km
30
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The Mini-Micro Data Link System (M2DLS) is an advanced
and reliable digital data-link system, especially designed
for small UGVs, small VTOL UAVs and other applications
which are sensitive to SWaP. The M2DLS can download
real-time video images, LAN, serial data and information
from most available sensors. Characteristics: Range up to
60km, frequency- L/S/C and additional by request, data
rate up to 16Mbps. Length: 6cm Width: 5cm Height: 2cm
Weight: 0.1kg

Mini Link System

The Mini Link communication system is designed for use
between small remote platforms and control stations.
Its main applications are small/mini-UAVs, as well as
guided weapons, and it has been used operationally. The
system uses digital video compression and transmission/
reception technology. It consists of two units: an RF
module and a digital module that delivers video and
telemetry signals with low latencies. The Mini Link system
is designed to be compact and lightweight.

MOST

The Mobile Satellite Terminal (MOST) series is designed
for full duplex communication in the Ku- and Ka-bands
and is applicable to mobile operations. The terminals
have transmission, reception and polarisation tracking
capabilities plus a stabilisation system, making it
possible to build compact, low-profile antennas for
various mobile platforms. The terminal has a low
profile to minimise wind drag; standard SATCOM wide
bandwidth; standard SATCOM Ku-/Ka-band frequency
allocation; signal polarity tracking; and continuous
azimuth tracking and elevation wide-angle tracking
allowing consistent global coverage. It can operate
in extreme environmental conditions. Type: mobile
satellite terminal

COMTECH TCS
Impact Tactical
The Impact Tactical IP terminal is the smallest
ruggedised communications kit in the TCS family
of products. The design enables configuration and
deployment options on fixed and mobile platforms.
A modular approach allows lean network operations
with standalone modules and scalability to support
larger operations by configuring a full system. Impact
Tactical uses a Cisco 5915 ESR router, expandable
PoE switching and a single-board computer-based
server module capable of running virtualisation
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SDRs, MODEMS AND ANCILLARIES
A selection of the latest software-defined radio systems, modems and related equipment.
The flexibility and programmability of these radios are essential to network-centric
operations.
Entries are arranged alphabetically by manufacturer.
If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus online
database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: Commanding officer 2nd Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment, speaks on his radio in North Queensland as part of Exercise
Talisman Saber 17. (Photo: Commonwealth of Australia)
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AIRBUS DEFENCE & SPACE (GERMANY)
TPH900
The TPH900 Tetrapol is a hand-portable radio for voice
and data communications. The TPH900 is the latest
generation of Tetrapol, following the TPH700 and P2G.
The welcome screen provides access to communications
with a display of key information. The design is compact
and large keys contribute to handling. The radio has
integrated GPS and can automatically transmit its
location in the event of an emergency call, or on end-user
request through a dedicated short-cut key. For safety,
the TPH900 has a lifeguard function, also known as a
man-down alarm. If the radio stops moving or remains
horizontal for too long, a local alert will be triggered. If the
user does not respond, the radio automatically activates
an emergency call with optional GPC coordinated over
the Tetrapol network. Embedded Bluetooth 2.1 allows
access to a range of standard accessories. It also includes
a vibrating alert. Type: handheld radio

ASELSAN
Meerkat
At IDEF 2017, Aselsan presented the Meerkat handheld
communication monitoring receiver. Meerkat has
been in development for two years, built on Aselsan’s
experience in receiver technology. The system, also
known as the Mirkat, has an instantaneous bandwidth
of 80MHz for detecting, monitoring and demodulating
RF communication signals. Meerkat is a compact system
of RF tuners/synthesisers and digital processing unit
in one small package and can be powered using one
battery pack for two hours. For non-mobile usage, the
docking station enables an uninterrupted power supply
for the system while the battery is charging. Meerkat
is controlled with a user-friendly GUI running on the
Android smartphone/tablet, which eliminates the need
for a computer. The system comes with a spare battery
pack and a wearable antenna. As well as an early warning
capability for troops, Meerkat can also provide position
fixing in critical infrastructure against bugs or covert
listening devices. It has spectrum monitoring and can be
fitted to UAVs. Length: 6.5cm Width: 10cm Height: 2.2cm
Weight: 500g Range: 20-6,000MHz

PRC-5712 Soldier Radio

The PRC-5712 offers full duplex communications that
meet operational requirements, allowing conferencing
and VOX operation. Priority-based voice conferencing
allows up to five simultaneous speakers on the net, while
other users can monitor the conference call. Digital voice
coding and TDMA techniques are employed to achieve
full-duplex voice and data communications. The Soldier
Radio can communicate up to 1km in rural terrain. VOX
operation with standard headset enables hands-free
communications. The radio has voice messages and
various alerts to inform the user of the state of selected
communication modes. The design complies with the
vibration, shock, temperature range and immersion
requirements of military standards. The rechargeable
NiMH battery pack provides operation of over 24 hours.
With Aselsan’s Platform Integrated Wireless Interface Unit,
it is possible to maintain a full duplex communication
link between the squad team or crewmen equipped
with PRC-5712 Soldier Radios and the vehicle’s crew. The
system also provides radio communication capability to
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squad teams or crewmen through access to the vehicle’s
communication system. The PRC-5712 is in service with
forces in Azerbaijan, Indonesia, Pakistan and Turkey. Type:
voice and data soldier radio Length: 4.2cm with NiMH
battery; 3.7cm with Li-ion battery Width: 6cm Height:
12cm Weight: 0.36kg with NiMH battery; 0.3kg with Li-ion
Range: 1km Battery life: 24h NiMH; 12h Li-ion

SDR Family

Designed to provide high-speed data and voice
communications to support land, maritime and air
platform applications on the digital battlefield, the family
of SDRs consists of handheld, manpack, vehicular and
base station radios that are able to provide seamless
communications among tactical users through secure
voice, data and video. The system provides alternative
communication means over a wide band ranging
from 2-30MHz (HF) to 30-512MHz (V/UHF). Softwareconfigurable architecture supports various tactical radio
waveforms and EPM techniques on the same platform.
The V/UHF Software Defined Network Radio (SDNR)
provides multi-band and multi-mode secure voice and
data communications and supports ECCM techniques.
The radios can be customised by using the built-in
programmable encryption module, which has the
capability to support different crypto algorithms required
by different waveforms. V/UHF SDNR provides tactical
radio functionalities including NATO-defined CNR,
BBPR, NBPR and SCRA. It also supports simultaneous
voice and data using the Wideband Networking Radio
(WBNR) waveform, thus enabling wideband, high-speed
data service. IP packet data is available up to 112kb/s
throughout in WBNR mode. The radio supports standard
V.24 and Ethernet data interfaces for access. The V/UHF
SDNR supports full duplex voice communications in
WBNR mode with Tactical Area Communication System
subscribers. It can be automatically integrated with
strategic and PSTN networks through TASMUS. The V/
UHF land platform radio operates across 30-512MHz,
10W manpack/10W vehicular/50W vehicular base
station; the HF land platform radio operates across
2-30MHz, 20W manpack/150 vehicular/400-1,000W
fixed station; the HF naval platform radio operates
in 2-30MHz (0.01-30MHz with separate receiver),
150W/400W/1kW; the V/UHF air platform radio operates
in 30-512MHz/15W (FM), 30W (AM); and the HF air
platform radio operates in 2-30MHz/100W. Wideband
hopping collocation filter is integrated in the system to
provide better co-site performance. Type: SDR Data rates:
>100kb/s

ATLAS ELEKTRONIK
TX 310K
The TX 310K software-based transmitter is rated at
10kW PEP/average output in the 1.5-30MHz HF band
and shares the performance characteristics of the HF
Series 3000 family. Designed for fixed military and
land-based stations, it provides tactical and strategic
HF communication of both voice and data and is
compatible with all military-standard waveforms
applicable to these radios. The TX 310K’s modules
include the exciter unit; one power amplifier control unit;
12x 1kW main power amplifiers with harmonic filters;
and associated power combiners supplied by 4,400V AC
power supply units. All are designed to fit into 19in racks.
Operating modes include voice, Morse, radio teletype and
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data. All of the transmitter’s characteristics and functions
can be adapted or modified via software, which can
be downloaded in the field via a serial interface on the
front panel. It offers full remote-control capability, and
standard interfaces for peripherals such as a control PC or
data terminal. The system can be used with broadband
antenna systems. Optional functions include HF multifunction data modem, Link 11, Link 22 and MAHRS
modes. It can perform up to 10 frequency hops per
second. Type: HF transmitter Length: 0.75m Width: 2.3m
Height: 2.1m Weight: 1,450kg Certifications/MIL standard
codes: MIL-STD-188-203-1A, STANAG 5522, STANAG
4444 Interfaces: RS-232, RS-422, RS-485 and RS-422; Bus
1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400

TX 3500

The TX 3500 is a 5kW software-based transmitter
derived from the 10kW TX 310K (see separate entry)
and featuring the same performance characteristics.
The transmitter is designed for use in fixed military and
land-based stations, providing tactical and strategic
HF voice and data communications and is compatible
with all military standard waveforms applicable to the
HF 3000 family. The TX 3500 consists of an exciter/
receiver unit, power amplifier control unit, six main
power amplifiers, each including harmonic filters, and
six-channel power combiner, all powered by 4,400V
AC power supply units. All modules are designed to be
19in rack-mountable and fitted into a common rack.
The TX 3500 covers the 1.5-30MHz frequency range
with an output power of 5kW PEP and selectable
output power reduction. Operation modes include
voice, Morse, radio teletype and data. All characteristics
and functions of the equipment can be adapted or
modified via software. That software is downloadable
in the field via a serial interface on the front panel
or via the remote interface in the rear of the unit.
It features full remote control capability, as well as
standard interface for peripherals such as a control
PC or data terminal. The system can be used with
broadband antenna systems. Options include an HF
multi-function data modem, Link 11, Link 22 and a
MAHRS-compatible mode. In frequency-hopping mode
it can perform 10 hops per second. Type: HF transmitter
Length: 0.75m Width: 1.1m Height: 2.1m Weight: 732kg
Certifications/MIL standard codes: STANAG 4444

BITTIUM
TAC WIN
Bittium Tactical Wireless IP Network (TAC WIN) is a
high-data-rate system designed to create battlegroup
IP networks as a backbone to support data and voice
transmissions during operations. The design meets MIL
specifications, enabling vehicle and cabin installations in
harsh environments. IP-compatible, Bittium TAC WIN can
be used in high-data-rate MANET, link and connection
network configurations with one waveform. Wireless and
wired connections can be used in parallel to create a
flexible network with automatic network configuration.
Flexibility to use the Bittium solution in different
frequency bands and network structures provides
cost-effectiveness, ease of use and efficiency compared
to existing tactical data link networks, according to the
company. Security features can be customised. Bittium
continues to supply the Finnish Defence Forces with
more equipment and further development of the
C4I SYSTEMS HANDBOOK ISSUE 12
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Bittium TAC WIN waveform based on recent purchase
orders, and has also delivered the system to Estonian
Defence Forces. In June 2017 Bittium announced it
had received an order from the Finnish Air Force to
supply it with the Bittium TAC WIN system, with the
deal worth €900,000. In April 2018, it was announced
that Bittium Wireless received a purchase order from
the Finnish Defence Forces for products included in the
Software Defined Radio based Bittium TAC WIN system.
The value of the purchase order is €14.3 million and is
based on the Framework Agreement signed by Bittium
and the Finnish Defence Forces in August 2017. The
products ordered now are now expected to be delivered
to the Finnish Defence Forces during 2018. Type: IP
network Length: 40cm Width: 36cm Height: 23cm
Weight: 18kg (TAC WIN tactical router) Certifications/
MIL standard codes: MIL-STD-810G, MIL-STD-461F
Interfaces: 3xRP3-01(OBSAI) for HDR radio units, 2x WAN
RJ-45 (1000BASE-T), 2x WAN fibre (1000BASE-LX), 4x
LAN (1000BASE-T) with PoE (802.3af), 8xITU-T G991.2
(GSHDSL), 4x serial/audio connector, 2x USB, GPS in/out

Tough SDR

The Bittium Tough SDR is the latest member of
Bittium’s product range and was launched in August
2017. The Bittium SDR family includes the handheld
radio for individual soldiers and the Bittium Tough SDR
Vehicular, tactical radio for vehicle installations. The
radios are designed to endure harsh conditions and
can be installed in different surroundings. In addition,
they able to operate in a temperature range of -20°C to
+55°C with a battery and -40°C to +55°C with a remote
battery pack. Features include a wired or wireless
integration to soldier tablets or smartphones, such as
Android-based Bittium Tough Mobile as well as various
physical and wireless interfaces and support for several
different waveforms. Bittium displayed the Tough SDR
product family for the first time at DSEI in September
2017. Type: SDR Length: 23.6cm (with battery) Width:
7.3cm (with battery) Height: 4.5cm (with battery)
Weight: 950g (with battery) Range: 30MHz to 2500MHz
Certifications/MIL standard codes: MIL-STD-810G w/
CHANGE1, MIL-STD-461G Interfaces: I/O interface with
combined 10/100M Ethernet and USB 2.0 (Device and
Host mode), GPS Waveforms: Bittium Narrowband
Waveform, Bittium TAC WIN waveform, ESSOR High
Data Rate Waveform, supports porting of legacy and
national proprietary waveforms

Tough VoIP

The Bittium product family includes Bittium Tough VoIP
Field Phone; Tough VoIP Terminal; Gigabit PoE+ Injector;
and Network Extender. In 2016, Bittium introduced
the Tough VoIP Service software product, which allows
fixed data and wireless tactical data network users can
be connected to the same voice service network. The
other products in the family are VoIP clients and network
extension units that provide broadband connectivity
and reliability of services regardless of the availability of
network services such as SIP or DHCP, according to the
company. Products also feature interoperability with
commercial equipment and infrastructure. The Bittium
Tough VoIP Field Phone is a SIP V2-based VoIP client
that provides interoperability with other SIP clients and
server implementations. In addition, Tough VoIP Field
Phones can operate without centralised servers, providing
VoIP services in the battlefield. The phones are designed
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MISSION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
A selection of digital map-based mission management systems with PC-style graphic user
interfaces from several levels of command down to individual soldiers.
Entries are listed alphabetically by manufacturer and then by system name. The
specifications are those supplied by the OEM or the primary military user.
If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: A 96th Security Forces Squadron controller plots a cordon area using the ATAK at Eglin AFB. The tablet system provides
written communication, mapping and GPS. (Photo: USAF)
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AERONAUTICS
GCS
The generic Ground Control Station (GCS) enables the
user to perform UAV, USV and UGV missions in real
time. The system consists of software and displays for
mission management, simulation, brief and debrief.
The system is deployed with customers worldwide and
has been operationally proven, operating sensors on
board platforms such as fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters,
UAVs and USVs. The GCS can be provided in various
configurations and installed in shelters, on board vehicles
and inside an HQ.

LRS

The Launch and Recovery Station (LRS) is a compact,
transportable UAV GCS used to operate the aircraft
during opening and closing stages of a mission. Together
with the main GCS and UAV itself, the LRS forms an
integral part of the system. The LRS is usually deployed
close to the runway to maintain LOS radio and visual
contact with the aircraft. Components are enclosed in
two cases based on standard 19in racks and include:
system computer that runs the same operational
software as the computers of the main GCS; foldaway
19in screen for digital map and video display; RF and
control drawers; control panel and keyboard; intercom
for coordination of UAV team activities; and digital video
recorder. The LRS can also be used for pre-flight testing
and pre-flight/in-flight mission planning.

PGCS

The Personal Ground Control Station (PGCS) is a unit
designed to operate a range of mini-UAVs or other
unmanned platforms. It is man-portable and enables
operators with ‘minimal’ training to control all phases of
an Orbiter UAS mission from a field location and gather
intelligence in real time. It uses a hardened PC to display
real-time video and a moving tactical map, as well
enabling control of the mission. Commands from the PC,
and from the external switches and stick control, are sent
to real-time controller (RTC) hardware in the electronics
and communication unit, which is identical to the
RTC used in the UMAS airborne avionics unit. The RTC
communicates directly with the UMAS in the Orbiter and
receives telemetry information as well as real-time video
images. The operator uses the PGCS to plan, control
and monitor the UAV, mission and payload. Other main
functions are pre-flight and post-flight maintenance
procedures, as well as offline review of intelligence data.
The PGCS can be operated as standalone equipment
and interfaces with other C2 systems. Its external
switches, used for mission termination and emergencies,
are connected directly to the RTC and are not
dependent on the Windows OS used on the computer.

RPCS

The Remote Payload Control Station (RPCS) is a thirdlevel remote video terminal. It is designed for receiving
real-time images directly from unmanned platforms
(UAVs, USVs, UGVs) by units located in the vicinity of the
mission area, independently of the GCS. RPCS allows the
user to control the payload without being burdened by
flight control aspects. With a compact lightweight form
factor, the RPCS can be used by ground forces, special
forces, police and other defence units.
C4I SYSTEMS HANDBOOK ISSUE 12
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RVT

The Remote Video Terminal (RVT) is a man-portable
field unit that receives real-time images directly from a
remote platform (UAV, helicopter, fixed-wing aircraft etc)
independently of any GCS. Weighing 5kg, it displays video
images along with a digital map showing the platform’s
location co-ordinates and the payload’s LOS-to-target
co-ordinates. The display console is worn over a soldier/
operator’s protective vest, while the antenna extends
from a backpack. A video display eyepiece is an option.
Powered by internal battery (rechargeable from vehicle)
or standard AC/DC power sources, it has a reception
range from a remote platform of up to 30km. The RVT
standard ports can operate with any external interface.

UMAS

The Universal Multi Application System (UMAS) is
described as a control system for a variety of applications,
manned or unmanned. UMAS is a software-based
system and AI features enable it to predict electronic/
mechanical failures and support the decision-making
process as it relates to treatment of data in real time.
The system incorporates the ‘time domain camouflage
interface’, which gives it the ability to hierarchically
handle a string of data in fixed and/or variable order as a
function of the safety of the tools and enables transfer of
data between systems. This provides UMAS with growth
capabilities for applications on land, air, and sea.

AIRBUS DEFENCE & SPACE (FRANCE)
ACOM
ACOM is the French Navy’s global command and
information system and is interoperable with the French
forces’ joint command and information system SICA,
SHAPE Virtual Command Center, US GCCS and NATO
MCCIS. It generates a recognised maritime picture
including land and air situations. The land picture includes:
SICF force-level army CIS; SIR battalion-level army CIS; air
picture and Combat Direction System Local and Link 11/
Link 16. The air situation includes air mission management
ACO-ATO and a local air mission planning system. The
latest version delivered to the French Navy is NATO and US
interoperable, being compatible with joint, army and air
force systems. It provides air situation management and
has a three-layer architecture using COTS technologies. It
is open to Intranet technologies and cooperative tools, and
incorporates a multi-application cartographic server.

Brutus

An information system adapted to ground unit
operations and suitable for dismounted infantry. It is
used for tracking unit positions and exchanging simple
messages. Brutus may be connected to a higher-level
system such as SIR (integrated into the command
vehicle), CESAR (SIR remote from the vehicle), Impact or
any other onboard or remote combat system.

SEDGM

Systèmes d’exploitation des données de guerre des mines
(SEDGM) is an ashore system providing route survey data
management and mission tasking support. The route
survey data management functions provide knowledge
of environmental conditions in mine warfare areas. The
mission tasking support system uses this data to optimise
usage of MCM units and increase their operational
performance by delivering a comprehensive mission file.
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SENIN

ARES

AIRBUS DEFENCE & SPACE (GERMANY)

Armoured Cavalry
Command and Control System

The French Navy has chosen Airbus D&S and SODENA
for development and installation of SENIN on its entire
fleet of the ECDIS electronic cartography system. SENIN
is a certified ECDIS system approved by Bureau Veritas
that uses GECDIS software from SODENA used on civilian
ships and coastguards. It is designed as a modular system
to reduce personnel needs on the bridge for display
and management of the main electronic chart display
formats; manage a user object database; and to provide
an overlay display of the radar image.

AADSCCS
The Army Air Defence Surveillance, Command and
Control System (AADSCCS) was developed for use
against air threats at low and/or medium altitudes
and is integrated into Germany’s FüInfoSys Heer army
C2 system. The system is integrated into standard,
vehicle-mounted NBC shelters and is flexible and
mobile, coordinating surveillance C2 and fire direction.
Fusion of multiple medium- and short-range sensors
provides battalion-level command posts and weapon
systems operators with a real-time air picture. The system
integrates the FGR and LÜR air defence radars, and
Ocelot and Air Defence Leopard weapon systems. The
system carries out automatic threat analysis and weapon
coordination, allowing uniform situational display. The
low-level air picture interface enables cooperation
between NATO forces over a standard data link.

Air Operations Systems of Systems

Air Operations System of Systems is designed to enable
management of airspaces across large states and/
or regions focusing on strategic planning. The system
integration approach is based on experience in France
and Germany. The design leverages reusable assets
capitalised by Airbus, such as the Advanced Product
Family (APF) and DIONISoS. APF is an open generic
software toolset, based on network-centric architecture
concepts. APF application software provides core
operational and technical services (eg threat evaluation,
multi-sensor fusion, identification etc). APF infrastructure
middleware provides common services and manages
interdisciplinary data exchange between applications.
DIONISoS is a secure distributed information framework
for systems of systems. First deployed by the French Air
Force, the framework is reusable for the development of
large air operations systems of systems.

ANCS 2000 CMS

Advanced Naval Combat System (ANCS) 2000 is intended
to provide the capability of combat management
systems at an affordable cost, making it suitable for
smaller vessels and differing operational requirements,
claims Airbus. It is based on an existing suite of
functions and services applicable to naval operating
environments. The incorporation of COTS products and
use of industry standards and CORBA has enabled
reductions in procurement and through-life costs. ANCS
open architecture is based on a dual-redundant tactical
network, linking all components of a vessel’s combat
system. Each sensor or weapon is linked to the system
via a gateway, which performs raw data acquisition,
formatting and pre-processing. The HMI is provided on
flat-panel multi-function consoles.
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Artillery Rocket Employment System (ARES) is a mission
management system that provides IT support for mission
planning, preparation, fire control and ammunition supply.
It consists of a fire direction centre, platoon leader vehicle
and communication components on board an MLRS
rocket launcher. Application of militarised DP hardware:
battery computer MR 8020 (ATM); data terminal DEA
2020 B/C and radio set SEM 90 (SEL); modular application
software for communication, data storage, message
processing, monitoring and testing. Airbus has a customer
order to perform phase II development.

The aim of this system is to improve the command and
weapon control systems of combat vehicles and subunits
in Germany’s armoured cavalry, integrating them into the
FüInfoSys Heer army C2 system. The basic functions of the
system include IT-supported generation, transmission and
processing of messages, positions and clarification of results.
The system integrates BAA observation and reconnaissance
equipment, BSA ground sensor equipment, BUR ground
surveillance radar and LUNA short-range reconnaissance
UAVs. It also integrates the sensor systems of the Fennek
armoured reconnaissance vehicle.

BMC4I

Battle Management C4I (BMC4I) enables management
of missile defence, focusing on strategic and tactical
planning, surveillance, air picture production and threat
evaluation, as well as C2 of large-scale area defence
forces. It relies on the Surface-to-Air Missile Operations
Centre, a product for mobile air and missile defence
management, designed for joint and combined
operations within a multi-service or multinational
environment under national, EU or NATO command. It
integrates and fuses air and missile defence C2 systems,
sensors and weapons. Generic BMC4I offers a generic
architecture for battle management air C4I, including:
connection of sensors, effectors, fire units and C2 centres;
and optimisation of mixed sensors and weapons. C4I
features can be tailored to the relevant hierarchical level.
It provides support for the sensor-shooter chain up to
operations centres.

CFCCS

The Combat Forces Command and Control System
(CFCCS) offers combat units and subunits below
regimental size down to squad and team level
standardised basic functions for C2 support and
weapon employment, integrated into Germany’s
FüInfoSys Heer overall army C2 system. The system
also interfaces with future soldier systems, enabling
continuous information flow even during dismounted
operations, according to Airbus.

DIPLAS

The DIPLAS (Dornier mission planning system) air
operations planning and control system is a toolbox
of software components configurable for air mission
planning and control purposes. These components are
typically located in a wing or squadron operations centre
(execution level) and/or in combined air operations
centres (CAOC) at the tasking level. The tools can be
combined for different aspects of tactical mission
planning. Additionally, they support the need for
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planning and programming onboard sensors of combat
aircraft. The CAOC functionality of DIPLAS is used for
planning and control of tactical air campaigns, including
overall planning of combined air operations. Deconfliction
modules support the user during the graphical
preparation. The validated graphical picture of complex
missions can be converted into NATO standard formats.

DKG 3

Portable digital map system presented on a kneeboard
with a large full-colour flight route and map display to
aid pilots operating a helicopter or a fixed-wing aircraft.
Provides real-time heads-up presentation and the
functions the operator needs to plan missions before
take-off, as well as to monitor the navigation situation
during flight. In service with the German Army, Navy,
Border Guard, police and rescue operators.

The FüInfoSys Heer is described as a major step towards digitisation
of the armed forces and considerably enhances command capability
at all levels. (Photo: Airbus Defence and Space)

DKG 4

Digital map generator that provides real-time presentation
of coloured topographical maps and mission-related
overlays on one or more separate colour LCDs in the front
panel of a cockpit or operator’s compartment. With two
modes of operation, it provides the functions needed for
operators to plan missions before take-off and monitor
the navigation situation during flight. In service with the
German Border Guard, police and private operators.

FAUST

Airbus describes FAUST as a military guidance system
suitable for battalions, companies, columns, groups and
troops from combat units to individual vehicles. It provides
support for commanders of weapon systems, combat
vehicles and sub-units for all grades of weapons in the
following operations: site description and processing; site
evaluation; decision-making; and issuing commands.
Functions include: map presentation and site description
using Geogrid; troop assignment; reports and overviews
for command levels 1-4; communications; MS Office; data
management with VERSANT; and message indicator.

FüInfoSys Heer

FüInfoSys Heer (Army Command and Control Information
System) is the first common, integrated and mobile
system of its kind in the German Army. It is described as
a major step towards digitisation of the armed forces and
considerably enhances command capability at all levels.
The core element of the information network allows a flow
of data from command posts from division to troop level.
It provides troops with real-time situation displays and the
ability to create and transmit messages and orders ‘within
a few minutes’. GPS position reports contribute to security
of deployed forces, such as patrols, in unknown terrain. The
system provides continuity with branch-specific C2 and
C3I systems, for example the IFIS combat forces C2 system
and SAFES medical corps C2 system, and others will align
themselves with FüInfoSys Heer, says the company. The
system integrates C2, surveillance, effects and combat
service support, also providing interoperability with other
armed forces and international partners.

FüWES/FüES

The FüWES army weapon C2 system and FüES C2 system,
which connect sensors and effectors, are implemented
as branch-specific functional supplements to Germany’s
army FüInfoSys Heer C2I system for land-based operations,
and are based on the same core software.
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HERGIS

The HERGIS C2 system provides network-centric warfare
capabilities to German Army Aviation, integrating the
service into the overall FüInfoSys Heer army C2 system. At
all levels of command in German Army Aviation, HERGIS
supports acquisition, display, processing and transmission
of important information, says Airbus, improving
efficiency, planning and C2. It provides an immediate
representation of the current situational picture including
aviation-specific information. Mission planning aids help
to optimise use of resources. The system can handle
classified information up to Secret/NATO Secret level.
An interface with the helicopter mission support system
enables data exchange before, during and after missions.
The system also handles tactical and technical/logistics
information. Its modular nature enables it to be tailored
to different types of army aviation mission, while use of
standardised data formats and exchange mechanisms
allow interoperability in combined and multinational
operations. HERGIS also links to German Air Force C3
systems, providing access to information from areas such
as geophysics, ATC and flight safety.

HEROS

HEROS is the German Army’s C2 information system.
Version 2/1 supports C2 of corps, divisions and brigades
by, for example, establishing, displaying and distributing
situational information, orders and reports; carrying-out
administrative tasks and exchanging information within
the command post and other users outside. HEROS 2/1
is the link between upper and lower levels of command
and to other services and allied commands.

Impact

Impact is an information system designed for contact
units such as military combat patrols/vehicles, police and
fire brigade etc. For the army, Impact, in conjunction
with SIR, allows continuity from the top of the command
chain to the soldier on the ground. Impact is based on
JoCOP, a GIS used in numerous Airbus projects, and
Contact/IP (IP-compatible access software for voice and
data civil and military communications, PMR access,
tactical radios etc).

JoCCIS

The Joint Command and Control Information System
(JoCCIS) has been developed with the objective of
99
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RUGGED COMPUTERS
A selection of handheld, laptop, tablet, convertible and vehicle-mounted computers
qualified to demanding military and environmental standards such as MIL-STD-810F
(shock, vibration, altitude and extremes of temperature), MIL-STD-461E (resistance
to electromagnetic interference) and the IP standards that rate equipment levels of
protection against ingress of liquids, dust and other contaminants.
The entries are in alphabetical order by manufacturer.
If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: A UH-1 Huey fitted with a development autonomy kit by the US Office of Naval Research departs for a resupply mission
requested using a handheld tablet. (Photo: USN)
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AMREL SYSTEMS
Apex AH53
The Apex AH53 is a handheld device designed to
operate in harsh environments. It has a Quad-core
Cortex A7 1.2GHz CPU, which is suitable for data-heavy
applications; a five-point capacitive touchscreen; 8MP AF
rear camera; and magnetometer and gravity sensors. The
platform has been designed to survive >1m drops and is
designed to operate in both hot and cold temperatures.
Type: handheld computer Length: 16.16cm Width:
8.62cm Height: 2.9cm Weight: 0.39kg Operating
system: Android 4.2.2 (Jelly Bean) Options: 802.11b/g/n,
Bluetooth 4.0 LE and NFC, optional 1D/2D image scan
engine (barcode reader)

Apex PX5

The Apex PX5 is a rugged, sunlight-readable tablet,
with 1,000-nit rating, bright backlight, anti-reflective
coatings and directly bonded LCD layers. It includes: dual
cameras, Corning Gorilla Glass 3 and a hot-swappable
battery design. Type: rugged tablet Connectivity: dual
pass-through connector for WLAN, GNSS, WWAN Length:
27.94cm Width: 19.74cm Height: 2.9cm Weight: 1.37kg
Options: snap-on modules for magnetic stripe reader,
smart card (CAC), NFC, as well as 2D barcode, vehicle
docks, desktop docks, VESA mount brackets, 2-bay
battery chargers and dual capacity battery packs for
extended use Shock rating: IP65, MIL-STD-810G and 5ft
drop Operating system: full embedded Windows OS

Flexpedient AT82

The Flexpedient AT80 is a rugged android tablet with
GPS, accelerometer and Ecompass that was launched
in 2015. The unit has an IP67 rating. Type: rugged
tablet Connectivity: Wi-Fi 802.11b/g/n Length: 20.32cm
(23.98cm with bumpers) Width: 17.48cm (with bumpers)
Height: 2.39cm (with bumpers) Weight: 0.75kg Options:
optional 3G Module Cinteron LGA PXS8 Memory: 8GB
built-in storage Operating system: Android 4.3 (Jelly Bean)

Rocky DB7

The Rocky DB7 is a small, rugged computer with I/O
ports for more flexible connectivity. The handheld
computer can be mounted into a vehicle docking station
or desktop solutions. It is designed for field workers
operating in oil and gas, public safety, mines and other
industries. Type: handheld computer Length: 19.99cm
Width: 9.4cm Height: 3.56cm Weight: 0.69kg Options: WiFi 802.11 a/b/g/n, Bluetooth and GPS, military package
option: MIL-STD 461E, metal twist lock amphenol (621N
series) power connector: 690g Shock rating: MIL-STD810G, IP-65, MIL-STD-461F (upgrade) Interface ports:
Available I/Os: USB 2.0 Host x1, SD (SDHC) card slot x1,
SIM card slot x1, cradle POGO connector x1 Operating
system: Windows 7 Professional

Rocky DF6

The Rocky DF6 is a lightweight, small-footprint handheld
rugged computer that can perform field work in harsh
environments. There is a choice of three locations
for antennas and three for connectors. The platform
can be used for cloud applications and features an
integrated 5MP camera module. Type: handheld
computer Applications: battlefield communication, data
networking, public safety patrol duties, non-destructive
testing (oil and gas), onsite data collection meter reading,
C4I SYSTEMS HANDBOOK ISSUE 12
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sensor management, mining, construction Connectivity:
I/O: sealed Fischer connectors x3 (for each connector,
choose 1: RS-232, USB, MLAN, VGA, headset); POGO 20pin Length: 17.1cm (with bumpers) Width: 9.4cm (with
bumpers) Height: 2.44cm (with bumpers) Weight: 450g
Options: onboard camera, Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n, Bluetooth,
cellular, GPS, optional antennas: 2x SMA connectors (for
WLAN, GPS) Memory: 512MB Operating system: Windows
Embedded CE 6.0

Rocky DF7A

The Rocky DF7A is designed to be a lightweight, smallfootprint handheld rugged computer that can perform
field work in harsh environments. There is a choice of
three locations for antennas and three for connectors. The
platform can be used for cloud applications and features
an integrated 5MP camera module. Type: handheld
computer Applications: battlefield communication, data
networking, public safety patrol duties, non-destructive
testing (oil and gas), onsite data collection meter reading,
sensor management, mining, construction Length:
17.1cm (with bumpers) Width: 9.4cm (with bumpers)
Height: 2.44cm (with bumpers) Weight: 450g Operating
system: Android 4.1.2 (Jelly Bean) Shock rating: MILSTD-810G and IP-66 certified (optional MIL-STD-461F)
Interface ports: I/O: sealed Fischer connectors x3 (for each
connector, choose 1: RS232, USB, MLAN, VGA, headset);
POGO 20-pin, optional antennas: 2x SMA connectors (for
WLAN, GPS) Memory: 1GB LPDDR2 RAM

Rocky DK10

With an i7 processor, the Rocky DK10 is suitable for
resource-intensive applications that display large
amounts of data. The platform can be operated in harsh
environments during day or night, featuring sunlightreadable and night vision options. The Rocky DK10 has
been customised for applications, including control
solutions, avionic communications, sensor management
and mobile radio solutions. Type: rugged tablet Length:
30.74cm Width: 25.51cm Height: 5.42cm Weight: 2.5kg
Options: Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n, Bluetooth Interface ports:
RS232 and USB ports, optional adjustable stand for
port expansion Operating system: Windows 7/8.1/10
Professional CPU: Intel Sandy Bridge i7-2610UE, 1.5GHz
(4MB cache)

Rocky RF10

The Rocky RF10 rugged computer has been
independently certified for MIL-STD-810 and IP65
(MIL-STD-461 option is available). The platform has
configurable I/O ports for flexible connectivity and
customisation. Type: rugged computer Applications:
video, mapping, GIS, situation awareness, public safety, oil
and gas, construction, field work Length: 43.44cm Weight:
5.9kg Options: WLAN, WAN, Bluetooth, GPS, military
package option: NATO Green, MIL-STD-461F, metal twist
lock amphenol (621N series) power connector (individual
features can be ordered separately); ground army option
available (EMI) Shock rating: MIL-STD-810G and IP-65,
MIL-STD-461F (upgrade) Operating system: Windows
7/8.1/10 Professional CPU: Intel Sandy Bridge i7-2610UE
processor, up to 2.4GHz, 4M cache

Rocky RK10

The Rocky RK10 rugged computer has been
independently certified for MIL-STD 810 and IP65 (MILSTD 461 option is available). The platform has been used
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1.7GHz processor with turbo boost technology, up to
2.8GHz, 4MB Intel smart cache Options: Intel Centrino
Advanced-N 6235 dual band (802.11a/b/g/n), Bluetooth,
cellular (Gobi 3000), GPS module, camera, removable
2.5in 120GB SATA II/III solid-state hard drive Shock
rating: MIL-STD-810G and IP65, MIL-STD-461F (upgrade)
Operating system: Windows 7/8.1/10 Professional

AQERI
9102

An able seaman aviation technician uses a computer-aided
maintenance system to conduct an engine change on an
MRH-90 while at sea on board HMAS Canberra.
(Photo: Royal Australian Navy)

for a variety of tasks by warfighters, fire-fighters, police
and EMS. Type: rugged computer Applications: portable
sensor control, unmanned systems operator control
units, SAR, flight line, portable radio system Length:
38.1cm Width: 29.37cm Height: 6.37cm Weight: 12.58kg
Operating system: Windows 7/ 8 CPU: Intel Sandy Bridge
i7-2610UE, 1.5GHz, up to 2.4GHz, 4MB Intel smart cache,
Intel HD graphics 3000 Shock rating: MIL-STD-810G
and IP65 certified Options: WLAN, WAN, Bluetooth, GPS,
military package option: MIL-STD-461F, metal twist lock
amphenol (621N series), power connector (individual
features can be ordered separately); ground army option
available (EMI) Interface ports: USB 3.0

Rocky RS11

The Rocky RS11 is a thin rugged laptop, weighing 2.5kg.
Certified to MIL-STD-810 and based on a platform
that has been battle-tested. The i7 processor and HD
display make it suitable for data-intensive applications.
Type: rugged laptop Applications: onsite data collection
and management, front-line mapping and situational
awareness, oil and gas, mining and construction, field
research and surveying, combat control solutions
Length: 33.8cm Width: 26.42cm (with bumper guards)
Height: 3.21cm (with bumper guards) Weight: 2.5kg
(with battery) CPU: Intel Core i7 1.7GHz processor (up to
2.8GHz with turbo boost technology), 4MB Intel smart
cache, 4GB DDR3 1,600MHz (max 8GB) Options: Wi-Fi
802.11 a/b/g/n, cellular (Gobi 3000), Bluetooth, GPS,
removable 2.5in SATA II/III SSD Shock rating: MIL-STD-810
Operating system: Windows 7/8.1/10 Professional

Rocky RV11

The Rocky RV11 is a thin, rugged laptop with a 15.6in
display, designed as a lightweight alternative to a tablet.
It is intended for mobile applications that require the
power of a laptop, a keyboard, and a compact form
factor. Type: rugged laptop Applications: onsite data
collection and management, front-line mapping and
situation awareness, oil and gas, mining and construction,
field research and surveying, combat control solution
Length: 39.7cm (38.6cm with bumpers) Width: 29.9cm
with bumpers Height: 3.20cm with bumpers Weight:
3.71kg (with battery) CPU: Intel Core i7-3517UE
128
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Aqeri 9102 is a rugged 19in 2U slimline computer
meeting MIL-STD-810 and MIL-STD-461. The chassis is
sealed for protection against dust and corrosive elements.
Cooling is provided by a heat exchanger system.
Aluminium construction allows for low radiation and high
noise immunity (according to MIL-STD-461D). The design,
including a separately hinged cradle for mass storage
units, gives protection against shock and vibration. An
internal heating and climate control system makes the
unit usable in low-temperature environments. Based on
COTS technology, the computer can be configured for
various server and workstation applications. Processor:
Core 2 Duo up to 2.13GHz. RAM: DDR2. OS: optional.
Storage: 2.5 or 3.5in HDD, DVD, FDD, SSD. I/O interfaces:
2x USB 2.0, 2x serial ports, 1x parallel, 10/100/1,000Gbit
multimode fibre, Ethernet 1, VGA. Expansion: 2x halflength PCI, 1x cardbus, WLAN, second LAN etc, compact
Flash socket, Raid 0.1. Audio: integrated Length: 40cm
Width: 44cm Height: 8cm Power: 28V DC Weight: 12kg
Shock rating: MIL-STD-810G Operating temperature
range: -20 to +55°C Operating system: Windows or Linux

9104

Aqeri 9104 is a rugged 19in 4U-high computer for
use in harsh environments, meeting MIL-STD-810. The
chassis is sealed for protection against dust and corrosive
elements. Cooling is provided by a heat exchanger
system. Aluminium construction provides low radiation
and high noise immunity (according to MIL-STD-461).
The rugged design, including a separately hinged cradle
for mass storage units, provides protection against shocks
and vibration. An internal heating and climate control
system makes the unit usable in low-temperature
environments. Based on COTS technology, the computer
can be configured for various server and workstation
applications. RAM: from 2GB Storage: 2.5 or 3.5in HDD
drive, DVD, FDD, SSD I/O interfaces: 2x USB 2.0 2x
serial ports, 1x parallel, Ethernet 1 10/100/1000GBIT,
fibre=10/100MBit multimode Expansion: 2x PCI, 1x
PCI-EX16, 2x PCI-EX1 Other possible uses: second LAN,
compact flash socket, RAID 0.1.5 Audio: integrated
Type: Computer Length: 44cm Width: 45cm Height:
17cm Power: 28V DC Weight: 15kg Operating system:
Windows or Linux Shock rating: MIL-STD-810G Operating
temperature range: -20 to +55°C

81001

Aqeri’s 81001 is a rugged, compact fanless minicomputer designed for harsh environments. Its
design with fibre interfaces allows long-distance
communications. The computer is designed with a wide
input voltage range, which makes it suitable for use in
vehicles. An internal climate control system makes the
unit usable in extremely low and high temperature
environments. The chassis is fully sealed for protection
against dust and corrosive elements. The full aluminium
C4I SYSTEMS HANDBOOK ISSUE 12
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design allows for low radiation and high noise immunity.
It meets MIL-STD-810G, MIL-STD-461F and IP54. It
features an Intel Atom processor, 4GB DDRII RAM, 1x CF,
SSD or HDD. The computer weighs 2.5kg and measures
22x30x65cm. Mounting options include standalone
19in rack (single or in pairs) and wall mounting. Type:
mini-computer Length: 65cm Width: 22cm Height: 30cm
Power: 9-36V DC Weight: 2.5kg Shock rating: MIL-STD810G Operating temperature range: -20 to +55°C

91022
The Aqeri 91022 mobile computer is a small form factor
product designed to be used in harsh environments
and space-critical areas such as deployed vehicles. It
can be mounted standalone or as an option in 19in
racks. The Aqeri 91022 has an Intel processor, secondgeneration i7 Quad Core and is expandable with up
to two SSD drives in a RAID configuration. As standard,
Aqeri Supervisor and Climate Control functions are
implemented. The Aqeri 91022 has designed filtering to
comply with MIL-STD-461E Army Ground levels. As an
option, it can be ordered as a TEMPEST SDIP-27 Level
A-certified product to comply with NATO compromising
emanations standards. Type: mobile computer Length:
280mm Width: 220mm Height: 88mm Power: 9-32V
DC Weight: 4.6kg Shock rating: MIL-STD-810G Operating
temperature range: -35 to +55°C

91030
The Aqeri 91030 is a front-accessible 19in 3HU computer
for use in harsh environments, meeting MIL-STD-810.
The chassis is sealed for protection against dust and
corrosive elements. The aluminium construction allows
for low radiation and high noise immunity (in accordance
with MIL-STD-461E/F). The internal heating and climate
control system allows operations in extreme temperature
environments, says the company. It has a Xeon dual-core
processor, and also features RAID 0/1 with 1-4 hot-swap
flash drives. Mounting: 19in rack Length: 44cm Width:
50cm Height: 13cm Power: 28V DC Weight: 13kg Shock
rating: MIL-STD-810G Operating temperature range: -20
to +55°C Operating system: Windows, Linux

91050
The Aqeri 91050 is a rugged military version of the HP
XW9400 workstation computer that meets MIL-STD-810
and MIL-STD-461. The unit is a 19in 5U computer for use
in harsh environments. It can accommodate dual-core
AMD processors and PCIe graphics from Nvidia. The
chassis is sealed for protection against dust and corrosive
elements. An aluminium construction allows low
radiation and high noise immunity. The design provides
protection against shock and vibration. The processor is
an AMD Opteron 2212 2GHz with 1MB cache, and RAM
from 8GB, DDRII-667 ECC. OS (optional): Windows, Linux
Storage: 4x SATA, SSD Graphics: Nvidia Quadro FX3500
256Mb PCIe I/O Interfaces: 1x keyboard/mouse, 5x
10/100/1000MBit Ethernet, 5x USB 2.0, 2x IEEE 1394,
1x mic, 1x Line IN, 1x Line OUT, 1x temperature
monitoring, VGA Expansion: 1x PCI-X Audio: integrated
HD audio Mounting: 19in rack Type: workstation
computer Length: 49cm Width: 44cm Height: 22cm
Power: 28V DC Weight: 23kg Operating system:
Windows, Linux Shock rating: MIL-STD-810G Operating
temperature range: -20 to +55°C
C4I SYSTEMS HANDBOOK ISSUE 12
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ASELSAN
Military Mission Computers
Aselsan develops and manufactures mission computers
and peripheral units which are aimed for military
use in harsh environmental conditions in the field.
This equipment is designed to meet requirements of
modern armed forces for land, air and sea applications,
and can be an integrated as part of a system or used
as a standalone handheld unit. Aselsan military mission
computers and peripheral units are grouped under the
following categories: mission computers; electronic cards;
display units and keyboards; and handheld computers.
Aselsan mission computers are rugged, military-grade
equipment. They can be configured for various tasks in
land, air and sea platforms. Configurable parameters
include processing power, OS, chassis (Eurocard 3U
or 6U VME/CPCI format), conduction or fan cooling,
communication interfaces (including high-speed data,
Ethernet, serial channel, CAN bus, 1553) and front panel
customisation with MIL-DTL-38999 connectors. Aselsan
mission computers are compliant with environmental
specifications including MIL-STD-810G, MIL-STD-461E
and MIL-STD-1275D. Aselsan produces Eurocard 3U/6U
standards-compliant processor cards, interface cards,
power supply unit cards, video target detection and
tracking unit cards that can be used as an integrated part
of the mission computer. Mission computers can be used
together with Aselsan ruggedised LCD units (12 to 19in
sizes) and ruggedised keyboards.

BITTIUM
Tough Mobile
Bittium Tough Mobile smartphone is designed and
built for demanding environments and usage. The
Android-based 4G/LTE device is designed to provide
communication securely and reliably in critical situations.
It also provides support for global LTE frequencies, IP67level water and dust protection, MIL-STD-810G-level
shock resistance, a configurable multipurpose button
(for PTT, camera, emergency call etc), multi-microphone
active noise cancelling, dual speakers and glove-usable
touchscreen. The smartphone also incorporates a security
platform with features like tamper detection as well as
integrity checks to ensure end-user security and privacy.
Bittium Tough Mobile is security certified for Restricted
level. On January 2017, Bittium announced the launch
of a new high security version of the Tough Mobile.
The company also signed a contract with the Finnish
Defence Forces for the delivery of the smartphone and
accompanying Bittium Secure Suite device management
software. Certification for Confidential level is pending. In
January 2018, Bittium commenced volume deliveries to
the Mexican government of mobile devices developed
for satellite communication. In development since 2015,
volume production began in Finland against initial orders
valued at approximately $2.5 million, with deliveries
expected be completed by the end of the first quarter
of 2018. Connectivity: 10 LTE bands, UMTS/HSPA, GSM/
GPRS/EDGE, other radios: Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac, BT
4.0, NFC Length: 141mm Width: 75.5mm Weight: 180g
Interface ports: USB 3.0, dual SIM slots, wireless display
(Miracast-compliant) Display: 5in full HD LCD, gloveusable capacitive touch, functional also in wet conditions
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SOLDIER MODERNISATION SYSTEMS
A variety of national soldier modernisation programmes and systems marketed by industry
to meet the needs of such programmes, encompassing survivability, lethality, C4I and
sustainability of the dismounted soldier. The emphasis is on C4I and sensor aspects.
Entries are listed alphabetically by country and then separately by manufacturer and then
system name. The specifications are those supplied by the OEM or the primary military user.
If you think your product should be listed, please contact the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com to ensure it appears in the Shephard Plus
online database (shephardplus.com) and is included in the next print edition.

ABOVE: Soldiers take cover behind a protected mobility vehicle as a CH-47 Chinook lifts off at Shoalwater Bay Military Training
Area, during Exercise Hamel 2018. (Photo: Australian Defence Force)
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NATIONAL PROGRAMMES

July 2015, which will see the roll-out of the Enhanced
F88/F90 weapon to improve close-combat and general
combat capability.

AUSTRALIA – DEPARTMENT OF DEFENCE

AUSTRIA – FEDERAL MINISTRY
FOR NATIONAL DEFENCE AND SPORT

Land 125
In 1994, Australia initiated Project Wundurra to
develop an integrated soldier combat system, and
by 2005 this had evolved into the multi-phase Land
125 programme intended to provide incremental
enhancements through spiral development. Individual
equipment, including a helmet, load carriage and
knee/elbow pads, along with team equipment –
thermal weapon sights and personal voice radios
– have been delivered to the regular infantry under
Phase 2B. Diggerworks, an organisation of army
personnel in the Defence Materiel Organisation
(DMO) and the Defence Science and Technology
Organisation, is coordinating Land 125 work. Phase 3
received government first pass approval in May 2005.
For ease of management, it was divided into three
sub-phases with management responsibility split
over a number of programme offices and divisions
within the DMO: Phase 3A – Dismounted Battle
Group and Below Command Control Communication
System (BGC3) is managed by the Electronic
Systems Division; Phase 3B – Survivability by the
Soldier Modernisation Systems Programme Office,
Land Systems Division; and Phase 3C – Lethality by
the Armaments Systems Programme Office, Land
Systems Division. Phase 3A is aligned with Land
75 Phase 3.4 and JP 2072 Phase 1 and will deliver
dismounted components for the battlegrouplevel BMS across a brigade group in support of the
Network Centric Warfare Roadmap milestones. This
capability, designed to be carried by the dismounted
commander, is intended to provide situational
awareness, a common battle picture, improved data
and voice communications and improved planning
in the operational, combat and individual domains,
through delivery of enhanced information superiority.
Elbit Systems received a contract for BGC3 in March
2010 following a worldwide competitive tender.
Initial operational capability based on an infantry
company was approved in April 2012. Full operational
capability was not expected before December 2013.
Land 125 Phase 4 will develop a soldier system for
personnel who are required to conduct dismounted
close combat by: enabling participation in land
combat operations against peer regular and irregular
threats in any terrain; developing a capability to
support the conduct of other military tasks such as
peace support, peace enforcement, stability and
humanitarian tasks; providing a range of capability
enhancements that will reduce the overall equipment
weight carried by individual close combat personnel
and carried within small low-level tactical groupings;
and providing individual personnel and small close
combat tactical groupings or teams with capability
solutions that will enhance survivability, surveillance
and target acquisition, precision engagement, fire
effect and lethality as well as situational awareness
and decision-making capacity. First pass approval for
Phase 4 slipped to 2015 with deliveries planned to
begin beyond 2020. Phase 3C (Soldier Enhancement
Version 2 – Lethality) was given second pass approval in
C4I SYSTEMS HANDBOOK ISSUE 12
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Soldat der Zukunft
As part of the Soldier of the Future (Soldat der Zukunft)
project, Austria is planning to evaluate several European
soldier modernisation programmes before beginning
an acquisition phase. As an interim measure to meet
the requirements of troops designated for deployment,
specific equipment, beginning with personal protection
and C4I elements, is being fielded under the Soldier
2015 initiative. The weapon system will be centred on a
modified version of the army’s Steyr 5.56mm AUG bullpup
assault rifle.

BELGIUM – MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
BEST
The Belgian Soldier Transformation (BEST) project,
launched in 2003, is intended to field an integrated,
modular fighting system for infantry soldiers engaged in
dismounted operations. BEST concentrates on soldierto-soldier communications within a section, platoon or
company, including network-enabled capabilities, and
will also address possible technical solutions. One key
element to be developed is a smart vest with built-in
communications and interfaces for a rugged PC or
PDA. In December 2010, a budget of €5 million was
announced for the development of smart vests, and in
2011 Belgium joined the Dutch Smart Vest project. The
Belgian Defence Ministry placed an order for 40 smart
vests with Thales Nederland and Elbit Systems in June
2015, with deliveries expected in 2016. The initial order
will be for about €5 million – €125,000 a unit – and if
testing is successful, 4,300 vests could be ordered by
2019.

BRAZIL – MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
COBRA
The Brazilian Army endorsed the requirement for the
Combatente Brasileiro do Futuro (COBRA) soldier system
in 2007. Two versions are planned: a standard model
and another optimised for use in the Amazon basin.
Development of COBRA is being carried out in parallel
with the development of the Iveco Defence Vehicles
VBTP-MR Guarani 6x6 armoured vehicle family. In 2011,
Harris received a $10.7 million contract for the Falcon II
RF-7800V vehicular radio system and Falcon III RF-7800S
secure personal radios.

CANADA – DEPARTMENT
OF NATIONAL DEFENCE
ISSP
The Canadian Army’s Integrated Soldier System Project
(ISSP) is intended to provide dismounted soldiers with
an integrated suite of equipment, including weapon
accessories, electronic devices, sensors, individual
equipment and operational clothing, as well as
increasing situational awareness, synchronisation of
141
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DENMARK – MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
DANES
Initial efforts to field a complete soldier system through
the Danish Army Network Enabled Soldier (DANES)
concept were abandoned, following an evaluation of the
US Land Warrior, French FELIN, UK FIST and German IdZ
equipment sets, in favour of an incremental approach
to fielding mature technology as required to support
operations in Afghanistan. Priority has been given to
improving lethality, survivability, sustainability, mobility and
C4I. Under the DANES umbrella, the army has continued
to define technical and operational requirements for a
future Dismounted Battle Management System (DBMS).
In the medium term (five to ten years), plans call for the
purchase and implementation of a DBMS along with
sensors and observation equipment. It was expected that
a tender for personal CBRN clothing and equipment
would be launched in 2016 and for handheld ECM
systems in 2017-18. The main procurement phase is
expected in the 2015-2020 time frame.
The Canadian Army’s Integrated Soldier System Project (ISSP) is
intended to provide dismounted soldiers with an integrated suite of
equipment. (Photo: Rheinmetall)

FINLAND – MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Warrior 2020

activity and soldier survivability. On 24 January 2013, the
government announced that the February 2012 RfP
for the ISSP had been cancelled because no compliant
bids were received. On 1 April 2013, a new RfP was
issued for up to 6,624 ISSP suites, including options, to
be delivered over a four-year period, plus up to 11 years
of associated in-service support. The contract award was
expected to be announced in December 2014, but this
was pushed back to the end of June 2015. Rheinmetall
was eventually awarded the contract and although
the first phase was expected to be completed in 2016,
challenges remain.

CZECH REPUBLIC – MINISTRY
OF DEFENCE & ARMED FORCES
Voják 21
The Czech Republic is developing a 21st-century
soldier system known as Voják 21 (Soldier 21) and
has been funding development work by VOP-026,
although it has not guaranteed to purchase the system
developed by the company. A reduced-capability
system without C4I is under consideration, although
the intention is to procure a system that complies with
NATO requirements for ISTAR, C4I, lethality, combat
sustainability and mobility. A second-generation
system could later bring the number of equipment
sets procured to more than 3,000. Between 2004
and 2007, VOP-026 produced a single functional
demonstrator, followed by six infantry systems and a
command unit during 2007 and 2008. Referred to as
MBK21 (V-21 modular combat system), this featured a
C4I subsystem that included two radios from Dicom,
the PR20 soldier radio and the RF20 handheld VHF
radio for the squad commander. A chest-mounted
central computer hub is operated using four buttons
mounted on the weapon or a dedicated hand grip,
while a monocular display could be held up to the eye
for viewing.
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Finland’s Warrior 2020 programme is focused on
improving individual soldier equipment in the
five capability areas defined by NATO: lethality,
survivability, C4I, mobility and sustainability. Warrior
2020 is a four-phase programme. Phase 1 took place
between 2006 and 2010, examining requirements,
technologies and feasibility. Now under way, Phase
2 is studying system requirements, subsystems and
working up demonstrators. Technology Programme
2010 is part of the Phase 2 effort, feeding into Warrior
2020. Straddling the first two phases is a study into
supporting situational awareness through wearable
user interfaces, which has sought to determine the
critical information the soldier/squad leader needs,
how best to present it and what is likely to overload
the soldier/squad leader. Phase 3 encompasses
funding for prototypes, field tests of pre-series Warrior
2020 equipment and requests for quotations over
the period 2013-2017. The procurement and fielding
phase is planned to run from 2017-2020. The major
elements of the final system will include: situational
awareness and C4I; integrated sighting and target
acquisition systems; and communications systems
using COTS components. Savox launched THOR
(Tactical Headgear system for changing Operational
Requirements) in February 2015 and began making
initial deliveries as part of Warrior 2020 in the second
half of 2015. Testing was expected in 2016, followed by
mass production.

FRANCE – MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
FELIN
Prime contractor Sagem (now Safran Electronics
& Defense) describes the French Army’s FELIN
(Fantassin à equipements et liaisons intégrés)
project as the first real human-centric integrated
system for dismounted soldiers. FELIN is designed
to optimise operational capabilities and decisionmaking – lethality, communications, coordination,
intelligence/observation, protection, logistics support
and durability. Developed under a contract awarded
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in March 2004, FELIN enables digital transmissions
between sensors and effectors and transmission of
images from the sights of direct-fire weapons. Along
with intelligence (image transmission from the sight
of the FAMAS assault rifle), its remote firing function
reinforces efficiency of the combat group and its
protection. FELIN technologies are used to develop
vetronics for IFVs and APCs. The combatant’s clothing
is equipped with a portable digital communication/
navigation system (radio/GPS). The RIF (Infantryman
Information Network) is the voice/data/image/video
network that soldiers are connected to by their radio.
Soldiers are connected to the SITEL (Elementary
Terminal Information System) of the vehicle from
which they disembarked via their leader. FELIN is
an optronic imagery system linked to the soldier’s
weapons (observation/aiming function), helmet
(image observation and reception) or body (viewer
on chest). The modular optronic system consists of
a family of sights with day/night capability, adapted
to light infantry weapons (FAMAS assault rifle, FR F2
sharpshooter rifle or Minimi light machine gun). It
turns them into observation devices able to send the
video feeds they generate to remote displays acting
as interpretation and decision tools. The optronics are
integrated in the headgear (helmet with visual display
device), enabling night-time manoeuvres, remote
shooting and intelligence. Images are viewed either
on an eye device or a viewer similar to a PDA. Series
delivery of FELIN V1 began in 2008, and more than
10,000 systems, sufficient to equip ten battalions, had
been delivered by May 2013. The first unit equipped
with FELIN was deployed to Afghanistan in December
2011. In April 2015, Safran was awarded a contract
to upgrade FELIN to FELIN V1.3, which was said
to optimise the system’s combat and observation
functions. The improvements were delivered as part of
production versions beginning in early 2016. A total of
18,552 FELIN systems are expected to be delivered to
the French army according to the 2014-2019 defence
programme law. Contractors: Safran

GERMANY – FEDERAL
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Gladius/IdZ
Gladius is the latest iteration of the Infantryman of
the Future (Infanterist der Zukunft or IdZ) project. In
2009, Rheinmetall was awarded a contract to develop
the pre-series IdZ-ES demonstrator for the German
armed forces. It supplemented the basic IdZ system,
which the country ordered in 2005 as an interim
response to a UOR. The Future Soldier – Expanded
Systems (IdZ-ES) is a modular system of 20 component
elements in the categories of clothing and personal
equipment, electronics, optronics and weaponry. The
system, which has been in service with German troops
in Afghanistan since summer 2013, includes modular
protection and a load carriage system, a UHF personal
role radio with integrated GPS, and a PDA with a digital
map and digital camera. The new armament concept
encompasses a long-range G82 sniper rifle, MG4 light
machine gun, G36 assault rifle and an MP7 personal
defence weapon. IdZ also includes NBC protection.
Since 2012, the Bundeswehr has procured three lots,
a total of 90 systems, each of which is designed to
bring a ten-person infantry section or squad and its
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vehicle into the command loop on network-enabled
operations. This network, consisting of reconnaissance
assets, C2 components and weapon systems, enables
exchange of information, facilitating creation of a
common relevant operational picture, says Rheinmetall.
The basic elements include: the core system; helmet;
clothing; body armour and load carriage webbing; the
weapon system and reconnaissance equipment; the
leader equipment set; and dismounted base station
and vehicle link. On the helmet display, the soldier
receives tactical information, including the location of
friendly forces, the mission and the status of the system,
which also includes GPS I inertial navigation system
and magnetic compass. Integrated into the system is
a compact electronic backpack element, containing
the radio, soldier backbone computer, portable C4I
computer for the section/squad leader and the GPS
module. On 28 June 2017, it was announced that
Rheinmetall had won a major order from the German
Bundeswehr with a gross value of €370 million (net
value: €310 million). The Düsseldorf-based tech group
will supply enough of the Future Soldier – Expanded
Systems to equip 68 infantry platoons. The 68 platoon
systems are enough to equip over 2,460 soldiers. The
contract signing ceremony took place at Germany’s
BAAINBw in Koblenz. The new systems will be delivered
between 2018 and late 2020. Contractors: Rheinmetall

INDIA – MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
F-INSAS
The Future Infantry Soldier as a System (F-INSAS)
programme seeks to equip all India’s 465 infantry and
paramilitary battalions with an integrated soldier system
by 2020. The first phase of the project is intended to
deliver improved small arms, combat body armour and
individual equipment, while the second will deliver
ISTAR capability, including night vision systems. Both
phases have received governmental approval. The third
phase, which has yet to be approved, covers C4I systems.
The army has still to decide whether to address the
third phase’s C4I capability within the service’s planned
battle management system project. The Indian media
has reported that the programme itself has been broken
more clearly into two parts – weapons and ISTAR – and
disbanded, but in essence the procurement effort
appears to remain the same.

ISRAEL – MINISTRY OF DEFENSE
IICS/Dominator
The Israeli MoD selected Elbit Systems to lead its
Integrated Infantry Combat System (IICS) programme,
which is an integral part of Israel’s Digital Army
Program and seeks to equip soldiers in the field with
miniaturised tools mounted on backs or helmets for
enhanced situational awareness, quicker response and
increased lethality. IICS is based on Elbit’s Dominator
system that integrates hardware components and C4I
applications developed by the company to enable
situational awareness from infantry battalion level
down to the individual soldier. It provides infantry units
with a net-centric integrated information solution,
enabling them to: view the real-time common
operational picture on personal displays; send and
receive live target and mission data; transmit images
and positions back to their command post; effectively
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GUIDE TO SUPPLIERS
This section lists key companies supplying goods, services and equipment to the C4I
systems industry worldwide,
The section is separated into two listings, by product then by supplier.
Products are listed alphabetically with suppliers and their location under each.
Supplier listings from p163 are shown alphabetically and include:
• Company address
• Email and website addresses
• Telephone and fax numbers
• Contact names
Highlighted listings also include the company’s logo and a summary of activity.
To update a listing or submit new information, email the team at
reference@shephardmedia.com.

ABOVE: A US Army sergeant operates an advanced field artillery tactical data system to calculate aiming information for an M119A2
105mm howitzer at Fort Drum, New York, in June 2017. (Photo: US Army)
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ANTENNAS/AERIALS

PRODUCTS
Airborne
communications

Advanced Simulation
Technology (USA)
Aero Optical (UK)
Aero Telemetry (USA)
Aeronautics (ISRAEL)
Aeronix (USA)
Albrecht
Telecommunications
(SWITZERLAND)
Aselsan (TURKEY)
Astron
Wireless Technologies (USA)
Atech (BRAZIL)
Atlas Telecom (UAE)
BAE Systems (UK)
BAE Systems Inc (USA)
Ball Aerospace (USA)
BES Electronic Systems
(ISRAEL)
Bird Technologies Group
(USA)
Bittium (FINLAND)
Boeing Defense, Space &
Security (USA)
Cisco Systems (USA)
Cisco Systems GmbH
(GERMANY)
Cobham Aerospace
Communications (USA)
Cobham Antenna
Systems – USA (USA)
Commtact (ISRAEL)
Comtech PST (USA)
Comtech TCS (USA)
Cooper Antennas (UK)
Cornet Switching Systems
(UK)
Cubic Mission Solutions
(USA)
Data Link Solutions (USA)
Elbit Systems (ISRAEL)
Elbit Systems EW & SIGINT –
Elisra (ISRAEL)
Elbit Systems of America
(USA)
Embraer (BRAZIL)
Esterline Communication
Systems-Racal Acoustics
US (USA)
Esterline Control &
Communication Systems
(USA)
Esterline Palomar Products
(USA)
Extant Aerospace (USA)
General Dynamics (USA)
General Dynamics
Information Technology
(USA)
General Dynamics Mission
Systems (USA)
Gilat Satcom (ISRAEL)
Harris (USA)
Harris Communication
Systems (USA)

Hughes Network Systems
(USA)
Hypres (USA)
IAI ELTA Systems (ISRAEL)
IAI Israel Aerospace
Industries (ISRAEL)
IAI North America (USA)
iDirect Government
Technologies (USA)
iDirect UK (UK)
IMT – Integrated Microwave
Technologies (USA)
Inmarsat (UK)
Inmarsat Government (USA)
Insulated Wire Microwave
Products Division (USA)
Kongsberg Defence &
Aerospace (NORWAY)
Kontron (GERMANY)
L3 Communication
Systems-East (USA)
L3 Communication
Systems-West (USA)
L3 Telemetry & RF Products
(USA)
L3 WESCAM (CANADA)
Leonardo (ITALY)
Leonardo DRS (USA)
Leonardo UK (UK)
Link Microtek (UK)
Lockheed Martin
Information Systems &
Global Solutions (USA)
Lockheed Martin Rotary
and Mission Systems (USA)
Marlborough
Communications (UK)
MASS (UK)
Mercury Defense Systems
(USA)
Mercury Systems (USA)
Meteksan Savunma
(TURKEY)
MICCAVIONICS (GERMANY)
Nanjing Research Institute
of Electronics Technology
(NRIET) (CHINA)
Northrop Grumman (USA)
Northrop Grumman UK
(UK)
Petards Group (UK)
QinetiQ (UK)
Rafael Advanced Defense
Systems (ISRAEL)
Rohde & Schwarz (GERMANY)
Rohde & Schwarz (Australia)
(AUSTRALIA)
Rohde & Schwarz USA, Inc
(USA)
Saab (SWEDEN)
Sennheiser Electronic (USA)
Serco Group (UK)
SMP Aviation (AUSTRIA)
SpanTech Microwave
Technology (SPAIN)
SRC (USA)
Tekever (PORTUGAL)
Tekever Corporation (USA)
Telex (USA)
Thales (FRANCE)
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Thales Defense & Security
(USA)
Thales UK (UK)
Thales USA, Inc (USA)
ThalesRaytheonSystems
(FRANCE)
ThalesRaytheonSystems
(USA) (USA)
Times Microwave Systems
International (UK)
Ultra Electronics Advanced
Tactical Systems (USA)
Ultra Electronics
Communication &
Integrated Systems (UK)
Ultra Electronics Flightline
Systems (USA)
Ultra Electronics TCS
(CANADA)
UTC Aerospace Systems –
ISR Systems (USA)
ViaSat (USA)
Vislink (US) (USA)
VT Miltope (USA)
WiNRADiO
Communications
(AUSTRALIA)
XTAR (USA)

Amplifiers

Advanced Simulation
Technology (USA)
Advantech Wireless (USA)
Aero Telemetry (USA)
Aeronautics (ISRAEL)
Aethercomm (USA)
Albrecht
Telecommunications
(SWITZERLAND)
Analog Devices (USA)
Applied Systems
Engineering (USA)
AR RF Microwave
Instrumentation (USA)
Atlas Telecom (UAE)
Automated Business Power
(USA)
B&Z Technologies (USA)
Commtact (ISRAEL)
Communications & Power
Industries (CPI) (USA)
Comtech EF Data (USA)
Comtech PST (USA)
CTT (USA)
dB Control (USA)
Defense Protected Power
Systems (USA)
DIMIC Technologies
(INDIA)
Elbit Systems (ISRAEL)
Elbit Systems EW & SIGINT –
Elisra (ISRAEL)
Elbit Systems of America
(USA)
EM Research, Inc (USA)
Hypres (USA)
ICON Design Automation
(INDIA)
IMT – Integrated Microwave
Technologies (USA)

PRODUCTS

Intuicom (USA)
ITS Electronics (CANADA)
KMIC Technology (USA)
Kratos Microwave
Electronics Division (USA)
L3 Electron Devices (USA)
L3 Communication
Systems-West (USA)
L3 Telemetry & RF Products
(USA)
Link Microtek (UK)
Linwave Technology (UK)
Marlborough
Communications (UK)
MESIT Defence
(CZECH REPUBLIC)
Photonis France (FRANCE)
Photonis Netherlands
(NETHERLANDS)
Plath AG (SWITZERLAND)
Pole/Zero (USA)
Qorvo (USA)
Rohde & Schwarz
(GERMANY)
Rohde & Schwarz (Australia)
(AUSTRALIA)
Rohde & Schwarz USA, Inc
(USA)
SpanTech Microwave
Technology (SPAIN)
Thales Defense & Security
(USA)
Times Microwave Systems
(USA)
Times Microwave Systems
International (UK)
TMD Technologies (UK)
Ultralife (USA)
UTC Aerospace Systems –
ISR Systems (USA)

Antennas/aerials

3d-Radar (NORWAY)
Aaronia AG (GERMANY)
ACG Systems (USA)
Advantech Wireless (USA)
Aero Telemetry (USA)
Aeromaritime Systembau
(GERMANY)
Aeronautics (ISRAEL)
Agile Milcoms (USA)
Antcom (USA)
Antenna Products (USA)
AR RF Microwave
Instrumentation (USA)
Argon ST (USA)
Aselsan (TURKEY)
Associated Industries (USA)
Astron Wireless
Technologies (USA)
Atlas Telecom (UAE)
Automated Business Power
(USA)
Avibras Indústria
Aeroespacial (BRAZIL)
Ball Aerospace (USA)
Barrett Communications
(AUSTRALIA)
BATS Wireless (USA)
Bharat Electronics (INDIA)
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ASSOCIATIONS

Bird Technologies Group (USA)
Broadcast Microwave
Services (USA)
C & S Antennas (USA)
CEA Technologies
(AUSTRALIA)
Cobham Advanced
Electronic Solutions (USA)
Cobham Antenna
Systems – UK (UK)
Cobham Antenna Systems –
USA (USA)
Cobham SATCOM Cape
Town (SOUTH AFRICA)
Codan Radio
Communications
(AUSTRALIA)
Codan Radio
Communications (USA)
COJOT (FINLAND)
Commtact (ISRAEL)
Comrod Communication
Group (NORWAY)
Comtech EF Data (USA)
Cooper Antennas (UK)
Curtiss-Wright Defense
Solutions (USA)
Dayton-Granger (USA)
Drumgrange (UK)
Elbit Systems (ISRAEL)
Elbit Systems EW & SIGINT –
Elisra (ISRAEL)
Elbit Systems of America
(USA)
Electro-Metrics (USA)
Esterline CMC Electronics
(CANADA)
ET Industries (USA)
Fractal Antenna Systems
Inc (USA)
FS Antennentechnik
(GERMANY)
GATR Technologies (USA)
Harris (USA)
Hascall-Denke Corporation
(USA)
HR Smith Group of
Companies (UK)
IAI North America (USA)
IMT – Integrated Microwave
Technologies (USA)
Insulated Wire Microwave
Products Division (USA)
Intuicom (USA)
Jenkins Engineering
Defence Systems
(AUSTRALIA)
Keysight Technologies, Inc
(USA)
KVH Industries (USA)
L3 Randtron Antenna
Systems (USA)
L3 Communication
Systems-West (USA)
Link Microtek (UK)
Marlborough
Communications (UK)
MDA – MacDonald,
Dettwiler and Associates
(CANADA)
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MESIT Defence
(CZECH REPUBLIC)
Meteksan Savunma
(TURKEY)
Militram (ISRAEL)
Millitech (USA)
Persistent Systems (USA)
Petards Group (UK)
Pharad (USA)
Plath GmbH (GERMANY)
Poynting Antennas
(SOUTH AFRICA)
Radiall India (INDIA)
Raytheon UK (UK)
Rohde & Schwarz (GERMANY)
Rohde & Schwarz (Australia)
(AUSTRALIA)
Rohde & Schwarz USA, Inc
(USA)
Rotating Precision
Mechanisms (USA)
RTW- Ride The Wave (ITALY)
Saab (SWEDEN)
Saab Medav Technologies
(GERMANY)
SpanTech Microwave
Technology (SPAIN)
Spectra Research (USA)
SRC (USA)
SRI International (USA)
Steatite Antennas (UK)
Tampa Microwave (USA)
TCI (USA)
TE Connectivity – Aerospace,
Defense & Marine (USA)
Tekever (PORTUGAL)
Tekever Corporation (USA)
Thales Defense & Security
(USA)
Times Microwave Systems
(USA)
Times Microwave Systems
International (UK)
Trimble (USA)
UTC Aerospace Systems –
ISR Systems (USA)
ViaSat (USA)
Vislink (US) (USA)
VT Miltope (USA)
Wavepoint Research, Inc
(USA)
WiNRADiO
Communications
(AUSTRALIA)

Associations

ADS Group (UK)
AFCEA International (USA)
Canadian Association of
Defence & Security
Industries (CANADA)
Electronic Warfare
Associates-Canada
(CANADA)
National Defense Industrial
Association (USA)
Network Centric Operations
Industry Consortium (USA)
UKCeB – UK Council for
Electronic Business (UK)

UTC Aerospace Systems –
ISR Systems (USA)

Batteries/portable
power solutions

Atlas Telecom (UAE)
Automated Business Power
(USA)
Codan Radio
Communications
(AUSTRALIA)
Codan Radio
Communications (USA)
Comrod Communication
Group (NORWAY)
Crane Aerospace &
Electronics (USA)
Denchi Power (UK)
Elbit Systems (ISRAEL)
Elbit Systems of America
(USA)
Evans Capacitor Company
(USA)
GATR Technologies (USA)
Harris Communication
Systems (USA)
Leonardo DRS Pivotal
Power (CANADA)
Marlborough
Communications (UK)
MESIT Defence
(CZECH REPUBLIC)
Shrike Marine
(SOUTH AFRICA)
Thales Defense & Security
(USA)
Ultralife (USA)
UTC Aerospace Systems –
ISR Systems (USA)

Cables and connectors

Alltec (USA)
Amphenol Fiber Systems
International (USA)
Anatech Electronics (USA)
Aries Electronics (USA)
Automated Business Power
(USA)
Av-DEC (USA)
Belkin International (USA)
Berk-Tek (USA)
Black Diamond Advanced
Technology (USA)
Clear-Com (USA)
Codan Radio
Communications
(AUSTRALIA)
Codan Radio
Communications (USA)
CompuLink (USA)
Corning Gilbert Inc (USA)
Devlin Electronics (UK)
Digi International (USA)
Discovery Semiconductors
(USA)
Eaton (USA)
Electro Wire (USA)
Elma Electronic Inc (USA)
Eltek Ltd (ISRAEL)
Eltek USA, Inc (USA)

Esterline Advanced Input
Systems (USA)
Esterline SOURIAU PA&E
(USA)
Fugawi (CANADA)
Gifas Electric (GERMANY)
Insulated Wire Microwave
Products Division (USA)
Insulated Wire, Inc (USA)
Invisio Communications
(DENMARK)
MegaPhase (USA)
MEN Micro (USA)
Omnetics Connector
Corporation (USA)
Polamco (UK)
Radiall India (INDIA)
Sanmina (USA)
SIDUS (USA)
TE Connectivity UK (UK)
TE Connectivity – Aerospace,
Defense & Marine (USA)
Times Microwave Systems
(USA)
Times Microwave Systems
International (UK)
TRU (USA)
TT electronics AB
Connectors (UK)
TTI (GERMANY)
Ultra Electronics Precision
Air & Land Systems (UK)
UTC Aerospace Systems –
ISR Systems (USA)

Computer hardware

3D PLUS (FRANCE)
Advanced Technology
Systems Company (USA)
Aitech Defense Systems
(USA)
Altran (FRANCE)
AMREL Systems (USA)
Aqeri (SWEDEN)
AstroNova (USA)
Avalon Electronics (UK)
Avalon Electronics Inc (USA)
Avaya Government
Solutions (USA)
Avibras Indústria
Aeroespacial (BRAZIL)
BEEcube (USA)
BES Electronic Systems
(ISRAEL)
Calumet Electronics (USA)
Camber Dallas Operations
(USA)
CCII Systems
(SOUTH AFRICA)
CGI (UK)
Ciena Government
Solutions (USA)
Cisco Systems (USA)
Cisco Systems GmbH
(GERMANY)
Coherent Logix (USA)
Colorado Engineering Inc
(CEI) (USA)
Concurrent Technologies
Plc (UK)
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Kratos Microwave
Electronics Division
227A Michael Drive,
Syosset, NY 11791, USA
Tricia.djemil@kratosdefense.com
www.kratosmed.com
Tel: +1 516 802 0900
Tricia Djemil, Dir Sales
Krytar
1288 Anvilwood Avenue,
Sunnyvale, CA 94089, USA
sales@krytar.com
www.krytar.com
Tel: +1 408 734 5999
KVH Industries
50 Enterprise Center,
Middletown, RI 02842, USA
info@kvh.com
www.kvh.com
Tel: +1 401 847 3327 Fax: 849 0045
Christine Marion, Intl Sales Mgr

L3 Technologies –
Corporate Headquarters
600 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10016
www.L3T.com
Tel: +1 212 697-1111

L3 Technologies is an agile
innovator and leading provider
of global ISR, communications
and electronic systems for
military, homeland security and
commercial aviation customers.
With headquarters in New
York City and approximately
31,000 employees worldwide,
L3 develops advanced defence
technologies and commercial
solutions in pilot training, aviation
security, night vision and EO/IR,
weapons, maritime systems and
space.
L3 Aerospace
Systems (Greenville)
10001 Jack Finney Blvd,
Greenville, TX 75402
www.L3T.com/MID
Tel: +1 903 455 3450
L3 ASA
Rusint House, Harvest Crescent,
Fleet, Hampshire, GU51 2QS, UK
www.L3T.com/ASA
Tel: +44 1252 775 700
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L3 Aviation Products (Sarasota)
100 Cattlemen Road,
Sarasota, FL 34232, USA
www.l3aviationproducts.com
Tel: +1 941 371 0811

SUPPLIERS

L3 Interstate
Electronics Corporation
602 East Vermont Avenue,
Anaheim, CA 92805, USA
www.L3T.com/IEC
Tel: +1 714 758 0500

L3 Aviation Products
(Grand Rapids)
5353 52nd Street, Grand Rapids,
MI 49512-9704, USA
www.l3aviationproducts.com
Tel: +1 800 253 9525

L3 Narda-MITEQ
435 Moreland Road, Hauppauge,
NY 11788-2043, USA
www.nardamiteq.com
Tel: +1 631 231 1700

L3 Communication Systems-East
1 Federal Street,
Camden, NJ 08103, USA
www.L3T.com/CS-East
Tel: +1 856 338 3000

L3 Randtron Antenna Systems
130 Constitution Drive,
Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA
www.L3T.com/Randtron
Tel: +1 650 326 9500

L3 Communication
Systems-West (Melbourne)
1200 Woody Burke Dr.,
Melbourne, FL 32901, USA
www.L3T.com/CSW
Tel: +1 321 727 0660

L3 Space & Sensors
7500 Innovation Way,
Mason, OH 45040, USA
www.L3T.com/CE
Tel: +1 513 573 6100

L3 Communication
Systems-West (Salt Lake City)
640 North 2200 West,
PO Box 16850,
Salt Lake City, UT 84116, USA
www.L3T.com/CSW
Tel: +1 801 594 2000
L3 Communication
Systems-West (San Diego)
9890 Towne Centre Dr.,
San Diego, CA 92121, USA
www.L3T.com/CSW
Tel: +1 858 552 9555
L3 Electron Devices (Torrance)
3100 Lomita Blvd.,
Torrance, CA 90505, USA
www.L3T.com/EDD
Tel: +1 310 517 6000
L3 Electron
Devices (Williamsport)
1035 Westminster Drive,
Williamsport, PA 17701 USA
www.L3T.com/EDD
Tel: +1 570 326-3561
L3 Electronic System Services
25 City View Drive,
Toronto, ON, M9W 5A7, CANADA
www.L3T.com/ES
Tel: +1 416 249 1231
L3 GCS
7640 Omnitech Place,
Victor, NY 14564, USA
www.L3T.com/GCS
Tel: +1 585 742 9100

L3 Telemetry & RF
Products (Bristol)
1515 Grundy’s Lane,
Bristol, PA 19007, USA
www.L3T.com/TRF
Tel: +1 267 545 7000
L3 Telemetry & RF
Products (San Diego)
9020 Balboa Avenue,
San Diego, CA 92123, USA
www.L3T.com/TRF
Tel: +1 800 351 8483
L3 TRL Technology
11 Shannon Way, Tewkesbury,
Gloucestershire, GL20 8ND, UK
www.trltech.co.uk
Tel: +44 1684 278 700
L3 Unmanned Systems
6900 K Ave,
Plano, TX 75074-2527, USA
www.L3T.com/UAS
Tel: +1469 568 2376
L3 WESCAM
649 North Service Road West.,
Burlington, ON, L7P 5B9, CANADA
www.wescam.com
Tel: +1 905 633 4000
Larus Technologies
170 Laurier Ave West, Suite 310,
Ottawa, Ontario, K1P 5V5, CANADA
www.larus.com
Tel: +1 613 244 8916 Fax: 244 9941
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INVISIO V10
Lightweight Single-Com Control Unit

The INVISIO V10 is designed
for soldiers with one radio.
With the INVISIO X5 In-Ear
headset, the INVISIO V10
provides clear comms in noisy
environments and state of
the art situational
awareness.
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